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Domestic
Largest Gathering of Minority
Legal Faculty in U.S. History an Violence
Project Gets a
Extraordinary Success at GW
Boost
BY JANE YANOVSKY

News Editor
On October 7-10, 2004, GW Law
School played
host to an un
precedented
gathering of mi
nority legal fac
ulty in United
States. The Sec
ond National
People of Color
Legal Scholar
ship Conference
(POCLSC),
t h e m e d
"America, Race,
and Law at the
Crossroads,"
brought together
the largest num
ber of Critical
Race Theory
scholars ever to
discuss burning

Alffeda Robinson, National Chair of the
Conference, in the opening notes of con
ference program book. The First Con
ference, which took place in 1999 at the

ulty who had been meeting on a regional
level for ten years.
"The view in 1999 was that all of
the
regions
should do a
national be
cause folks
realized that
in actuality,
after 7 or 8
years, they
had a move
ment," said
Robinson.
The
Na
tional Con
ference pro
vided an op
portunity for
the represen
tatives of the
six regional
conferences
in the coun
otographer

Panelists for the plenary discussion "Corporate Social Responsibility, Reform and
Race" included: moderator Dean Alfredo Robinson, The George Washington

try to share
scholarship
and
ex

legal topics con
change ideas
cerning every University Law School; Professor Lawrence E. Mitchell, The George Washington
with
colUniversity
Law
School;
Professor
Larry
Cata
Backer,
The
Pennsylvania
State
thing from racial
l
e
a
g
u
e s
University,
Dickinson
School
of
Law;
Professor
Steven
A.
Ramirez,
Washburn
politics and ter
many
other
University
School
of
Law;
and
Professor
Anthony
E.
Cook,
Georgetown
University
rorism to intellec
wise would
Law Center.
tual property and
not have the
healthcare law.
chance
to
meet.
While
the
regionals
conJohn
Marshall
Law
School
in
Chicago,
"This is the fulfillment of the prom
Illinois,
brought
together
for
the
first
time
ise that we made in 1999 at the First Na
See CONFERENCE page 8
tional POCLSC," wrote Associate Dean in history minority legal scholars and fac

GW Students Prepare
to IMPACT Election 2004
BY JANE YANOVSKY

News Editor
On November 2, 2004, GW stu
dents and professors, along with their fel
low citizens all across the country, will
head to the polls to cast their votes for
the next President of the United States.
But several groups of law students
will get on buses in the early hours of the
morning to go far away from the polls at
which they would normally be voting.
Having submitted their absentee ballots
in advance, these GW law students will
participate in the Election Protection
Coalition's poll monitoring program by
heading to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to
help make voters aware of their rights at
the polls.
Hundreds of other students will

News
Faculty Profile - page 4
Enrichment Series KickOff - page 2

staff a Voters' Hotline, answering callers'
questions about voting irregularities and
helping those who encounter obstacles in
voting.
In the fall of 2003, a group of law
students at Columbia University Law
School decided that law students needed
to play a more active role in the upcom
ing 2004 election than they had done in
the past.
That's how IMPACT 2004, a law
students grass root voting rights move
ment, was born. The group acts under
the larger umbrella of the Election Pro
tection Coalition, sponsored by the Law
yers' Committee for Civil Rights and the
People for the American Way Founda-

GW IP Program Shines
page 4
DNA Evidence
Exonerates Death Row
Inmate - page 7

tion, which represents the civil rights
community's coordinated effort to ad
dress Election Day voting problems.
"We were sitting around and talk
ing about all the problems that had oc
curred in 2000, and how we could involve
law students more systematically . . .
Would things have happened the same
way in 2000 if there were law students
outside the polls who knew the law?" said
Maggie Williams, President of IMPACT.
As its website proudly declares,
IMPACT 2004 is a network of law stu
dents organized to ensure the integrity of
the voting process. Its mission goes dis
tinctly beyond the "get out the vote" mes-

See IMPACT page 9

Features

BY JONATHAN HALL BACKENSTOSE

Staff Writer
The Domestic Violence Legal Em
powerment and Appeals Project (DV
LEAP) announced in September that it
has received a grant of $20,000. DV
LEAP is a partnership between GW Law
School, the National Network to End Do
mestic Violence, and a network of par
ticipating law firms.
DV LEAP was founded in 2003 by
Professor Joan Meier. Meier designed
DV LEAP to provide urgently needed pro
bono appellate legal advocacy to battered
women and children. This is needed, said
Meier, Abecause so many of these
women initially proceed pro se and, even
many who have access to lawyers, don't
have the expertise, time or resources to
appeal unjust rulings.
The grant was provided by Altria
Group, Inc. through its 2004 Altria Doors
of Hope Program which earmarked $4

million

in

2004

grants to
advocacy
and shelent serDV Leap
of 160 reout of an
pool of
a p p1i for funds
Pro/ Joan Meier
through
gram.
the proCan George Bush bring us vietory?
"I am really thrilled to receive this
grant for two reasons. First, this is the
first major grant for DV LEAP and will
open doors to obtaining further support.
Second, the Altria Group is the leading
grant source in the areas of domestic vio
lence and shelter advocacy and their sup
port is a great affirmation of what we are
doing," stated Meier.
Meier added that the grant will be
used to support the core legal work of
DV LEAP and to fund a consulting at
torney.
While not a clinical program, many
law students have worked with DV LEAP,
both through Meier's clinic, the Domes
tic Violence Project (DVP), and as re
search assistants for Meier and DV
LEAP. Students who work as research
assistants are supervised and mentored
«/

See DV page 6
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Law School Faculty Hosts Ambassador Hassouna
BY MARK NAGLE

Res Ipsa Cinema

Hassouna stressed that the U.N. has
acknowledged this reality, and in many
cases has granted separate jurisdiction to
regional organizations for handling re
gional issues.

the U.N. and international law is a dan
gerous proposition.
Hassouna summarized the situa
tion that faces the international commu
nity today as the choice "to live in a world

On Wednesday October 20th in the
Jacob Burns Moot Court Room, the
George Washington Law University
School held its first Enrich
ment Program Event of the
school year. The Law
School welcomed Hussein
Hassouna, the current Am
bassador of the League of
Arab States to the United
States. Dean Susan L.
Karamanian, a member of
the Enrichment Program
Committee, planned and
hosted the event. Law stu
dents from every year of|
study, LLMs, several pro
fessors and members of the
community attended the
speech.
Hassouna titled his
lecture "Challenges Facing
International Law: An
Arab Perspective." He fo-cused on the effectiveness
of the UN and the need for
it to continually adapt to
the changing state of the
world.
Hassouna represents
more than 300 million
Photo By Denise Noel/Staff Photographer
Ambassador Hassouna attended a reception with students and faculty after the program.
people living in 22 Arab
countries. Previously a le
gal adviser of the Egyptian
Foreign Ministry, ire has also served as
Using the League of Arab States as where the rule of the jungle prevails or a
ambassador of the Arab "League to tbe

United Nations, Egyptian ambassador to
Yugoslavia, and Egyptian ambassador to
Morocco.
He holds a both a Ph.D. and L.L.B.
from Cambridge University. Drawing on
his vast experience in diplomacy,
Hassouna discussed the current concerns
of Arab countries in international law.
Hassouna opened with a general
discussion about the problems that face
the UN and its legitimacy as a body. He
emphasized the importance of adaptation
by the UN and international law to
changes in technology and the state of
the world. He focused particularly on the
need to revise the rules regarding the use
of force, which he felt is and should be
very limited.
Nonetheless, Hassouna acknowl
edged that terrorism poses a new threat
that must be dealt with differently: "new
threats require new rules." Hassouna ex
pressed the opinion that the United Na
tions (UN) needs to develop new laws on
how to handle terrorist threats, govern
ing when a preemptive attack might be
undertaken and when the use of force is
appropriate.
He felt this type of collective deci
sion-making is important because unilat
eral action diminishes the legitimacy of
the UN as a body and constitutes a viola
tion of international law.
Noting that terrorism is an impor
tant issue in the Arab world, Hassouna
urged a more comprehensive approach
for dealing with terrorism's root causes:
illiteracy, unemployment and the regional
conflicts that lead to despair and a sense
of hopelessness.
Hassouna further proposed that re
gional organizations, such as European
Union, African Union and the League
of Arab States, are better equipped than
the U.N. to handle the international and
domestic disputes that affect their people
because they understand the issues and
politics of the region better.

an example, Hassouna discussed tbe -ways
in which regional organizations have

coped and adapted to changing needs.
While the League of Arab States used to
be focused on the political concerns of
the region, it is now involved in promot
ing the rights of Arab woman and envi
ronmental policy, and has drafted an
agreement creating a free trade zone. At
its next summit meeting the delegates will
discuss the creation of an investment
bank, an Arab Court of Justice, and an
Arab parliament.
According to
Hassouna, all of this is evidence of nec
essary adaptations to a changing world.
Towards the end of the lecture
Hassouna discussed the Arab- Israeli con
flict. He felt that greater U.S. involvement
is necessary for its resolution. Caution
ing that too often U.S. Presidents tend to
push foreign issues aside, Hassouna ex
pressed the hope that whoever wins the
next presidency will commit to the issue
from the very beginning.
He also felt
that a fair and balanced settlement is nec
essary because he says settlements that are
not fair and balanced too often end in
further conflict.
Hassouna proposed the U.N. as the
best forum to address international dis
putes like the Arab-Israeli conflict, say
ing in closing that "we need an objective
body; decisions cannot be made by single
states." He also suggested that member
ship in the U.N. Security Counsel should
be rotating, in order to prevent the U.N.
from being held hostage by the most pow
erful countries.
Hassouna concluded by stressing
that it is important for the U.S., as the
most powerful country in the world, to
realize the necessity for collective action
because, despite the violations that may
occur, international law continues to be
effective. The existence of violations he
says does not negate the existence of rules
or norms. Countries continue to rely on
sanctions and typically abide by interna
tional norms. Abandoning the goals of

was "diplomatic, thoughtful and useful."
She noted that Hassouna was very neu
tral, presenting both sides on each issue.
An LL.M. student in attendance thought
that Hassouna spoke very honestly about
the issues facing Arab countries, espe
cially about the issue of Israel and Pales
tine.
Through the Enrichment Program
Lecture Series, Professor Karamanian
and the other committee member seek to
bring to campus prominent speakers like
Hassouna, to enhance the extracurricu
lar intellectual life of the Law School.
The Enrichment Program is in its
24th year. Previous speakers have in
cluded: Supreme Court Justices Scalia,
O'Connor, Kennedy, and Ginsburg;
United States Representative Barney
Frank; columnist George Will; attorney
Alan Dershowitz; and Assistant Attorney
General Joel Klein. The Enrichment
Committee members are Professor
Stephen A. Saltzburg, Professor Naomi
R. Cahn, Professor Lawrence Mitchell,
Dean Susan L. Karamanian.
Professor Alberto Benitez serves as
the Chair of the Committee and described
the Committee's goals: "The Enrichment
Lecture Series aims to bring to the law
school a diverse range of speakers, both
domestic and international. I think it's
important to study law in context, mean
ing, how does it affect and how is it af
fected by social issues, economics, and
foreign affairs, to name a few. This Se
ries offers law students and the GW com-

world where the rule of law prevails."
A reception in the Kelly Lounge
followed the lecture, allowing students,

On October 27th the school will
host Carlos Wenstendorp y Cabeza, the

professors and other in attendance to get
to know Hassouna's views more infor
mally.
When asked about the lecture, Pro
fessor Cynthia Lichtenstein said that it

Spanish Ambassador to the U.S. The
event is entitled, "Spain's Socialist Gov
ernment & the U.S." The event will be
held from 4-6pm in the Tasher Great
Room.

rrrunity in general that opportunity."

The Law Association for Women
presents
Our Annual Networking Event:
WOMEN IN THE ROUND
Special Guests:
Kelly Higashi
Chief of Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault Division
U.S. Attorney's Office
Nancy Perry
Director of Government Affairs for the Humane Society
of the United States
Claudia Burke
Civil Division of the Department of Justice
D.C. Public Defender Service Attorneys

Thursday, November 4, 2004
6-8 pm

Tasher Great Room, 1st Floor Burns
Refreshments will be served
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Early Enrollment Discount
Until November 19th!
3-DAY "INTENSIVE" MULTISTATE WORKSHOP TUITION FEES*

•*

BEFORE NOV. 19TH

AFTER NOV. 19TH

ABA/LSD Members - $295 ^piSCOUNT!^ $325 - ABA/LSD Members
Non ABA/LSD Members - $365
$395 - Non ABA/LSD Members
*Includes PMBR Multistate Workbooks &
3 Free Multistate Audio Tapes/CDs for enrollment prior to November 19th!

6-DAY MULTISTATE "EARLY BIRD" WORKSHOP TUITION FEES*
BEFORE NOV. 19TH

AFTER NOV 19TH

ABA/LSD Members - $625 ^DISCOUNT! ^ $695 - ABA/LSD Members
Non ABA/LSD Members - $725^Vy\ysr^ $795 - Non ABA/USD Members
^Includes P M B R M u l t i s t a t e W o r k b o o k s , M u l t i s t a t e Fla shcards &

(

3 Free Multistate Audio Tapes/CDs for enrollment prior to November 19th!

COMBINED 3-DAY AND 6-DAY MULTISTATE WORKSHOPS*
BEFORE NOV. 19TH

^100\

AFTER N0V- 19TH

%

ABA/LSD Members - $790
DISCOUNT!^ $890 - ABA/LSD Members
Non ABA/LSD Members - $890
$990 - Non ABA/LSD Members
^Includes PMBR Multistate Workbooks, Multistate Flashcards &
all 6 Multistate Audio Tapes/CDs for enrollment prior to November 19th!

£

PMBR SEMINAR ENROLLMENT APPLICATION
211 B ainbridge Street, Philadelphia, PA 19147 (215) 925-4109
1247 6th Street, Santa Monica, CA 90401 (310) 459-8481
450 7th Avenue, Suite 3002, New York, NY 10123 (212) 947-2525

Make checks payable to: PMBR
(800) 523-0777 • www.pmbr.com

_ PMBR Rep. I.D.#

)

Phone(

Name

State

Address

City _

Law School

Grad. Date

Zip _

ABA Membership No.

I plan to attend the PMBR Seminar in (City)
3-DAY MULTISTATE APPLICATION

6-DAY "EARLY BIRD" APPLICATION

• I a m an ABA/LSD member. My $295 discounted tuition fee is enclosed with
this application. (Regular tuition fee is $325 after 11/19/04.)

• I a m an ABA/LSD member. My $625 discounted tuition fee is enclosed
with this application. (Regular tuition fee is $695 after 11/19/04.)

• I am not an ABA/LSD member. My $365 discounted tuition fee is enclosed
with this application. (Regular tuition fee is $395 after 11/19/04.)

• 1 am not an ABA/LSD member. My $725 discounted tuition fee is enclosed
with this application. (Regular tuition fee is $795 after 11/19/04.)

• I a m unable to attend the PMBR seminar but would like to purchase the
PMBR Multistate Workbooks. My $295 use fee is enclosed.

• If you wish to enroll in both the 6-Day <St 3- Day courses, submit $790 for
ABA members, $890 for non ABA/LSD members. (Prior to 11/19/04 )

Students enrolling in the PMBR 3-Day Course or the 6-Day "Early Bird Workshop
prior to November 19, 2004 receive any three audio tapes or CDs for FREE.

Students enrolling in both the 3-Day and 6-Day Courses prior to November 19, 2004
receive all six Multistate audio tapes or CDs for FREE.

Designate whether you want • audio cassette tapes or • CDs for the following Multistate subject areas:
• TORTS (6 hours)-

QCON

LAW (6 hours);

• CONTRACTS (9 hours);

• CRIMINAL LAW (3 hours); • PROPERTY (6 hours); • EVIDENCE (6 hours).

TUITION PAYMENT IS NON-REFUNDABLE
Visa or MasterCard#

Exp. Date

UPON RECEIPT OF COURSE MATERIALS.
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Faculty Profile
BY STEPHANIE DECKTER

Staff Writer
"That guy knows everyone!" ex
Although Adelman enjoyed his
claimed 3L Joey Yao when he heard that work at Burroughs, he soon grew home
his International and Comparative Patent sick for Detroit. Serendipitously, a new
Law professor, Martin Adelman, was the relatively small patent prosecution firm,
Barnard, McGlynn & Reising, in the sub
subject of this week's faculty profile.
Adelman acknowledges that he has urbs offered him a very attractive patent
in fact "met many leading practitioners law position.
"I really wanted to do litigation,"
in the field... over the years."
The A-list of names that he drops says Adelman, "so I just started doing it."
But Adelman became restless with
as some of his daily contacts include hon
orable federal judges, highly successful firm work. His friend Fritz Juenger, a
litigators, authors of influential treatises, law professor at Wayne State University
and erudite law school deans and profes in Detroit, suggested that Adelman join
the faculty of Wayne
sors.
State. The law school had
Adelman's career
an intellectual property
path to his present position
law course - trademark,
as law professor and cocopyright, patent, and
director of both the Intel
trade secret law all rolled
lectual Property Law Pro
into a single, two-hour
gram and the Dean
course.
Dinwoodey Center for In
Adelman thought
tellectual Property Studies
this inadequate. He was
is certainly as impressive
promised that if he took
as the careers of the lead
the professor position, he
ing practitioners that he
met along the way.
could teach intellectual
He began his career
property law, as well as
at the University of Michi
torts and antitrust.
Prof. M artin Adelman
gan in Ann Arbor, where
Adelman was at
he eventually earned three
Wayne State for about a
degrees. He received a Bachelor's degree year when the school found itself in need
in medical sciences despite a lack of de of a Dean. Juenger was approached, but
sire to become a doctor, and proceeded he said no and directed the Provost to ask
to earn a masters in pivysics after sam A.de\man. The Provost, a fellow physi
pling a wide variety of scientific fields.
cist, offered the position to Adelman,
During this time, Adelman consid despite the fact that Adelman did not even
ered attending law school. However, "I have tenure.
knew nothing about law schools," he says,
Adelman accepted the offer. "[It
"except that Michigan had one." He ap was] great fun for a year," says Adelman
plied, and since, in his own words, he was fondly, "it enabled me to pick my courses
"presentable and able to read," Michigan to suit my interests."
Law admitted him.
One of his greatest accomplish
While there, Adelman became very ments was the enlargement of the intel
interested in antitrust law, due in part to lectual property law program. It took two
his antitrust professor, S. Chesterfield to three years, but when Adelman was
Oppenheim. With the help of his Con done with it, Wayne State offered both a
stitutional Law professor, Paul Corper, two-hour patent law and a two-hour copy
Adelman became a clerk to Chief Judge right law course. Adelman taught both.
Theodore Levin of the District Court of
And then one day in approximately
Michigan, who at the time was working 1977, "DofT Dunner called," remembers
on a very influential antitrust case, United Adelman.
States v. General Motors.
Donald Dunner, best known as the
The GM case never went to trial, named partner of Finnegan, Henderson,
but Adelman did have the opportunity to Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, has argued
work on several patent law cases, which more Federal Circuit cases than any other
he found "quite interesting."
attorney in the United States. Dunner
Following his clerkship, Adelman and James Gambrell, the first patent law
decided to explore general practice as an professor at NYU Law School, had writ
associate with Honigman, Miller, ten a patent law treatise entitled "Patent
Schwartz & Cohn in Detroit, despite his Law Perspectives."
feelings that he'd "be happier in patent
Dunner asked Adelman to work
law."
with them on updating the now-eight-volHowever, after only about a year at ume work.
the firm that feeling kept creeping up on
"I felt it was a great honor," says
him and Adelman went to work for the Adelman, as well as an "important event
for me."
Burroughs Corporation.
This turn of events refocused
Burroughs, like IBM and Sperry,
made big mainframe computers. The Adelman's career on patent law.
He worked with the original au
company offered to train Adelman in
patent law if he would move to Wash thors on the treatise for about eleven
ington, D.C. There, he met Charlie Hall, years. Dunner and Gambrell then be
who would subsequently begin the often- came too busy, and Adelman has worked
copied patent training program at updated the treatise alone ever since.
At this time Adelman also began
Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett
appearing as a patent expert at trials,
& Dunner.
Hall's position at Burroughs nor something he continues to do today. To
mally entailed training engineers who date, Adelman has served as an expert
worked as patent agents during the day witness in over 170 cases at either the
while attending law school at night. deposition or trial level.
Around 1996 or 1997, Adelman
However, as a law school graduate
Adelman could focus exclusively on
See ADELMAN page 6
learning the trade of patent law.

Strengthening a Proud
Tradition:
G W's IP Program Shines
on the National Stage
BY ERIC C. JESCHKE

Staff Writer
level. We are attracting more people with
hard science and technology backgrounds
than we did when I initially started ad
missions about 30 years ago."
Many law students who may not
have come to GW specifically for the IP
program have become interested in the
field after taking one of the many survey
courses offered.
"There has been an explosion in the
level of interest by non-science GW law
students in the non-patent parts of IP,"
said Professor Robert Schechter.
"People are able to shop around and
take courses in IP since we offer so many
of them. Many feel that since they go to
a school with a highly-ranked program,
it would be foolish to not take a course in
that program."
Sally Parker, president of the Stu
dent IP Law Association (SIPLA), feels
her organization can help inform those
students who may be interested in the
wide range of IP law opportunities.
SIPLA will hold an "Introduction to IP
have become a huge export from this workshop" on October 27.
country," said Professor Robert Brauneis,
The workshop is open to all inter
Co-Director of the IP Law Program. ested students. "We're trying to get
This demand has driven law firms, and people to not immediately dismiss IP just
consequently law schools to focus on IP. because they may not have a technical
GW's location, near several impor background," said Parker.
tant federal entities that define IP law and
The law school's strong reputation
policies on an everyday basis, makes it a in the field attracts employers from a wide
natural choice for many aspiring IP law range of geographic locations across the
yers. The Patent and Trademark Office, country in both the private and public
the Copyright Office and the U.S. Court sectors.
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit all pro
"The reputation is very visible to
vide internship and hands-on learning op people outside the area. Firms from Chi
portunities for GW students interested in cago, Minneapolis, and other cities will
the field. The location also enables the come in to recruit," said Carole Mont
school to attract a distinctive part-time gomery, Acting Director of the Career
faculty with unique leadership experi Development Office (CDO).
ences in all aspects of IP law.
In addition to the CDO, SIPLA also
Judge Randall Rader, a GW alum organizes some job placement and net
nus, divides his time between working at working functions to assist local firms
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fed interested in finding possible employees
eral Circuit and teaching popular courses among SIPLA's membership of approxi
on both patent law and the Federal Cir mately 300 students.
cuit. Roderick McKelvie, a former U.S.
"Firms will come to SIPLA and ask
District judge in Delaware, is a recent ad to have resume reviews at a luncheon,"
dition to the part-time faculty, bringing said Parker.
"The D.C. IP community is a very
his experience both on the bench and in
small group. If you can get your foot in
private practice to the classroom.
Ralph Oman, a former Register of the door, SIPLA is a nice way to show
Copyrights, and Gerald Mossinghoff, you are interested in a specific field."
Both the CDO and SIPLA gener
who served as the Commissioner of the
Patent and Trademark Office, are just a ate a vast network of alumni that is key
few of the other distinguished members in helping GW students find IP jobs in
many diverse organizations.
of the part-time faculty.
The IP program's innovations and
The school's reputation for the ex
cellence of its IP instructors, and its ac continuing leadership in the field also
tive role in the international IP legal com ensure that GW remains at the top of
munity draws increasingly large number potential employers' lists.
of applicants with undergraduate and ad
Just last week, GW alumnus Will
vanced degrees in the sciences.
iam C. Rooklidge, a California-based
"If you look at our applicant pool, partner at Howrey Simon Arnold and
at least 20% of the pool is from engineer White, LLP, was installed as President of
ing and hard science backgrounds. That's the 15,000-member American Intellectual
probably higher than almost any law Property Law Association during the
school in the country," said Associate association's annual meeting in Washing
Dean for Admissions and Financial Aid ton, D.C.. Additionally, alumnus Patrick
Robert Stanek.
O'Reilley, a partner with Finnegan,
"What I see changing is that IP
See IP page 6
study is much more attractive at the JD
Since 1981, when the Department
of Commerce established a program for
practitioners working at the nearby Patent
Office, the George Washington Univer
sity Law School has maintained a strong
presence in the field of intellectual prop
erty (IP). These classes, the first of their
kind at a U.S. law school, formed the
foundation for a program that was re
cently ranked as the second-best IP pro
gram in the country by U.S. News and
World Reports.
The law school administration capi
talized on growing national and local in
terest in the field to attract high caliber
faculty and students in order to strengthen
the program and propel it to the high
ranking it currently enjoys.
The explosion of interest in IP law
on the national and local level reflects the
changing trends in business that the legal
community strives to follow.
"For many American companies,
the bulk of their worth is now in intan
gibles. Industries such as entertainment
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ADELMAN from page 4.
was invited to attend some events at GW
Law School. "GW was the place for
patent law," says Adelman.
In the 1990s, Harold Wegner, cur
rently a partner of Foley & Lardner and
a member of the GW IP Advisory Board,
ran the Intellectual Property Law Pro
gram at GW.
Around the same time, Adelman
was on a trip to China and he met Judge
Randall Rader of the Court of Appeals
for the Federal Circuit. After becoming
acquainted with Wegner and Judge
Rader, the three worked together to write
the patent law casebook "Cases and Ma
terials on Patent Law." Adelman laments
that "its really not so easy to do a case
book... [but] it is a fun project."
Rader informed Adelman that
Wegner was planning to leave GW to
pursue other opportunities. Upon their
return to the states, Rader approached
Jack Friedenthal, the then-Dean of the
Law School, and suggested that Adelman
be selected as Wegner's replacement. At
Friedenthal's invitation, Adelman visited
GW and was offered the position.
Adelman accepted, but only came
to Washington, D.C. for one year. His
wife, a prominent pediatric surgeon and
American Medical Association Board of
Trustees shoe-in candidate, did not want
to leave Detroit. Nonetheless, Rader re
iterated to Adelman that he "must come
down, the school needs him." As
Adelman could not leave Detroit for
good, a compromise had to be struck.
Adelman proposed to Michael
Young, who had taken over as Dean af
ter Friendenthal stepped down, that he
teach in Washington, D.C. part-time and
run the intellectual property law program
full-time from wherever he was at the
moment, either at home or traveling.
Young loved the idea since, as Adelman

DVfrom page 1.
both by Meier and by law firm lawyers
who are doing DV LEAP'S cases pro
bono.
The lawyers are uniformly thrilled
with the quality of the students' help,
noted Meier, and the students seem to be
greatly enjoying their experiences. In
addition, students, such as two-time DVP
student Melissa Liebman, a 3L, have en
gaged in major projects to support DV
LEAP. Liebman designed and imple

IP from page

of the program), along with GW Profes
sors Roger Schechter, John Duffy, Dawn
Nunziato, and Laura Heymann, taught
the courses.
Adelman is also the co-director of
the Dean Dinwoodey Center for Intellec
tual Property Studies. Dinwoodey was
the founder of BNA, the publisher of the
United States Patents Quarterly, or
U.S.P.Q., a case reporter service well-re
spected and relied upon by the intellec
tual property community.
Each year, BNA provides the law
school with funding that enables
Adelman to run, in part, the Oracle Con
ference that is presented every 18 months.
Adelman hopes that once the program
receives more funding, a full-fledged re
search center can be created and operated
by students and faculty.
In addition to the Munich Program
and the Dinwoodey Center, Adelman has
worked on the India Project funded, ini
tially, by a $5,000 donation by an S.J.D.
student who won, as Adelman says, "ev
ery writing award there was" for one of
his papers.
The main activity of the project is
travel to India for two patent moot courts.
The Bombay High Court and the Delhi
High Court, both of which are directly
below the Indian Supreme Court, have
offered their grand courtrooms for these
moot court competitions. The Project is
in its second year.
For most of his career, Adelman did
not work at a famous law firm or teach
at a famous law school. However, he at
tributes his extreme success in the world
of antitrust and intellectual property law
to meetings, encounters, and friendships

The SBA Senate met on October 11
and passed several bills, appointing a new
SBA judge, creating a new CDO advisory
committee, and approving two ad hoc
funding requests.
The Elections Committee reported
that the fall elections took place with no
irregularities, and Senate approved the
election results.
The unanimous approval of 1L
Glen Minto as a new SBA judge received
the most rousing discussion of the night.
SBA President Eric Koester introduced
Minto by noting that Minto surprised him
during their interview by quoting from
current and past SBA Constitutions and
bylaws.
"He has a good perspective of
things and will be a great asset to the
court," Koester said.
Before approving his appointment,
2L Full-time Senator Amir Shaikh asked
Minto how he would interpret the SBA
constitution as a judge. Minto impressed
Senators by saying that he will look at
statutes from all angles, to understand not
only the unambiguous language but also
the legislative intent.
"I am very enthusiastic about this
position," Minto added.
The SBA Senate also passed an ad
hoc funding bill to support a Law Stu
dents for Choice event, and approved a
financial request for the Impact 2004 elec
tion monitoring program.

with those who seem almost as impres
sive as Adelman himself.

Career Development Advisory Commit-

mented a year-long survey of D.C. area
domestic violence lawyers, providing a
product that will be useful to DV LEAP
as it seeks to document whether its ser
vices have engendered positive change.
In its first year, DV LEAP has been
active in a sizeable number of cases. In
Triggs v. Trigg s, a father had possession
of his four children and repeatedly called
the mother with tormenting messages
which included threatening to kill the
children and to have the mother raped.
At the request of the Maryland Attorney

General's Office, DV LEAP filed an am
icus brief arguing that each call repre
sented a separate violation of the protec
tion order that had been in effect and that
multiple one-year sentences were appro
priate. The highest court of Maryland
agreed.
In Ba v. United States, a woman
obtained a protective order against her
boyfriend but later cohabited with him for
several months. Subsequent to their fi-

Many generations of GW IP stu
dents continue to reap the benefits of
Adelman's expertise and first-hand con
nections and experience.
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Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner,
LLP, recently began his one-year tenure
as President of the 6,000-member Licens
ing Executives Society U.S.A. & Canada.
One recent addition to the IP pro
gram curriculum is the Munich IP Law
Center Program (MIPLC). The LL.M.
program, first held in the fall of 2003, is
a joint venture between GW, the presti
gious Max Planck Institute, the Univer
sity of Augsburg, and the Technical Uni
versity of Munich.
This opportunity has developed
through the steady efforts of Brauneis and
Professor Martin Adelman, the other CoDirector of the IP Law Program, work
ing with Professor Joseph Strauss, man
aging director of the Max Planck Insti
tute.
Brauneis also directs a summer pro
gram for J.D. students at the MIPLC. The
four-week program premiered in the sum
mer of 2004 and featured several GW
professors teaching classes such as Inter
national Patent Law and Internet Law.

SBA Beat

puts it, Young figured he would "really
work full-time for half-time money."
The compromise reached, Adelman
notes "it's really been a wonderful expe
rience for me. [I've had] great support
from everybody" while being able to travel
and teach around the world.
For Adelman, one of the greatest
parts about teaching at GW has been
working more closely with his friend
Rader. At the time Adelman took the
position as co-director of the intellectual
property law program, Rader was teach
ing at University of Virginia. Adelman
informed Rader that "if I commute to
Washington, you have to come teach here
at GW."
As many GW students sitting in a
classroom on a Friday night discussing
oil-eating bacteria know, Rader did just
that. Judger Rader teaches both the
Patent Law and Federal Circuits courses
at GW. In addition to the casebook,
Adelman and Judge Rader are currently
working on a patent law nutshell. The
two also travel to Japan quite often to
teach and lecture on patent law topics.
During his tenure at GW, Adelman
has helped forge a partnership between
the law school and the Max Planck Insti
tute for Intellectual Property, Competi
tion and Tax Law to create a summer IP
Program and an LLM program at the
Munich Intellectual Property Law Cen
ter in Munich, Germany, with the help
of Professor Robert Brauneis, his co-di
rector of the Intellectual Property Law
Program.
Adelman's reputation sufficiently
impressed Joseph Strauss of the Max
Planck Institute to convince the Institute
to join up with G"W rather than a differ
ent American university. The summer
program offered the opportunity to earn
up to four credits by choosing from six
courses in an ABA-accredited program.
Brauneis (who also serves as the director

Denise Noel/Staff Photographer

Nearly every week, national and international Intellectual Property legal
scholars speak to students, professors, and profrssionals about their
ongoing research as part of the year-long IP Workshop series

BY JOSHUA DOUGLAS

Staff Writer

The Senate further created a new

tee to be a liaison between students and
the CDO.
Right before the Senate met,
Koester kicked off the SBA general meet
ing by handing out a "State of the Wire
less" report. The document discussed
upcoming hardware fixes, the develop
ment of a new authentication system that
should fix the "timing out" issue, and the
possibility of running an SBA-sponsored
student technology survey.
Koester touted several upcoming
events, such as a Dean's Forum on Octo
ber 26, a Grad Life happy hour at
McFadden's on October 26, the Hallow
een party on October 29, and the GWhosted ABA's Labor and Employment
Trial Advocacy Competition in Novem
ber. Koester also spoke of plans to hold
an information session for students who
want to start their own student group.
Koester ended his remarks by de
livering "SBA President Appreciation
Awards" to several SBA members, rec
ognizing members of the Orientation,
Election, and Finance Committees for
their tireless work on behalf of the stu
dents.
Committee chairs presented their
progress reports by highlighting plans for
upcoming activities. The Community
Affairs Committee discussed the Impact
2004 program, where law students will
be trained in election monitoring and will
head to Philadelphia to monitor polls on
Election Day. The Minority Affairs Com
mittee mentioned the possibility of coor
dinating a trip to the new Native Ameri
can museum.
This meeting was the first for the
new SBA 1L Senators, and their presence
was felt when at the end of the general
meeting one returning member quipped
that "the lL's really need to start pulling
their weight!"
The next SBA meeting is on Tues
day, October 26.
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Exonerated Death Rowlnmate Talks to Packed
Seminar about DNA, Justice System
BY SAM DANGREMOND

Staff Writer
"If it can happen to an honorably
discharged Marine veteran, with no
criminal record, then it can happen to
anybody," former death row inmate Kirk
Bloodsworth told his audience of stu
dents and professors gathered in L402on
Thursday, October 21.
More than 60 people crammed into
the room to hear Bloodsworth's tale of
the "little errors after little errors" that
resulted in his capital conviction for mur
der and rape, and of his subsequent eman
cipation through the use of DNA evi
dence.
Bloodsworth is currently touring
law schools to promote Bloodsworth: The
True Story of the First Death Row Inmate
Exonerated by DNA by Tim Junkin.
He was specifically invited to speak
at GW by Adjunct Professor Rusell Can
non. Cannon is teaching a seminar class
on the death penalty, and introduced au
thor Junkin at the beginning of
Thursday's event.
An attorney and author of two
prior novels, Good Counsel and The
Waterman: A Novel of the Chesapeake Bay,
Junkin explained that Bloodsworth's
story attracted him because Bloodsworth
was at one time a Chesapeake Bay
waterman.
After being introduced by Junkin,
Bloodsworth first offered an anecdote
that aptly summarized the legal ineptitude
to which he fell victim: after being ar

rested, his lawyer repeatedly assured him
that "I know my way around the crimi
nal justice system," and then turned to
leave and promptly walked into a wall.
Bloodsworth's tale began in July
1984, when 9-year-old Dawn Hamilton
was found brutally raped and murdered.
Bloodsworth was picked up as a suspect
and then arrested due to his suspicious
behavior: he left town immediately after
the murder. He insisted he knew nothing
about the murder and had left due to
marital difficulties.
The media covered Bloodsworth's
arrest, and the police had to tell witnesses
not to watch TV so that they could later
pick him out of a lineup. Those witnesses,
who had only seen the killer from a dis
tance, gave conflicting sketch accounts
and described the killer as a man of 6'5".
They nonetheless picked the six-foot
Bloodsworth out of the lineup.
The jury convicted Bloodsworth
convicted solely on this testimony, and
he described how cheers erupted in the
courtroom when the verdict was read.
The judge sentenced him to the death
penalty. However, this verdict was over
turned when it was discovered that the
prosecutor withheld evidence regarding
another suspect.

ond judge took Hamilton's garments and
stored them in his chambers so that they
would not be destroyed. Forensic scien
tists had testified that although semen was
present, the garments did not contain
enough material to perform a blood type
test, the only available test at the time.
In jail, although taunted and hated
by other inmates, Bloodsworth main
tained his innocence and served as the
penitentiary's librarian. In this capacity,
he happened to read The Blooding by Jo
seph Wambaugh -the story of how DNA
evidence was used to solve a murder in
Yorkshire, England. Bloodsworth ex
plained, "I had a eureka moment - if
DNA can catch a guy, it can free me."
With the help of the public
defender's office, Bloodsworth was able
to meet with distinguished post-convic
tion relief specialist Robert Morin. Af
ter a twenty-minute conversation with
Bloodsworth, Morin agreed to take his
case.
Morin discovered the garments the
trial judge had kept, and submitted them
for a DNA test. Noting that without the
judge's unusual action of preserving the
evidence, he would still be in prison,
Bloodsworth exclaimed, "Thank god he
locked it up."

Subsequently, Bloodsworth fought
to have the DNA entered into a national
criminal database. A mere 48 hours after
it was entered, a match was found: Kimberly Ruffher, serving time after having
been arrested in the greater Baltimore
area for attempted rape and attempted
murder only weeks after Hamilton had
been murdered.
Bloodsworth has since devoted him
self to ensuring justice in post-conviction
relief. The Justice For All Act of 2004,
passed by Congress and currently await
ing the President's signature, contains
within it the "Kirk Bloodsworth PostConviction DNA Testing Grant Pro
gram."
This program will allocate $25 mil
lion dollars in grants to states to "help
defray the costs of post-conviction DNA
testing."
Bloodsworth had two messages for
future lawyers: that such a travesty of jus
tice could happen to anyone, and that the
purpose of the judicial system is "not
about gamesmanship - it's about truth."
Junkin explained the latter point by say
ing, "It's not about winning, it's about a
higher duty as prosecutors."
Audience member Rob Folliard, a
third
year
student,
described

The second triat also returned a

Eight years after BYoochvwortYv -was
first locked up, the test came back — t he

Bloodsworth's accuunf as " ivrv \t\cxed\b\e

guilty verdict, but the judge only sen
tenced Bloodsworth to life. Disturbed by
the lack of substantial evidence, the sec

DNA did not match. Bloodsworth was
freed.

story. You 're really Just amazed. It really

opened my eyes about how things can go
horribly wrong."

WE NEED YOUR HELP!!!
The faculty/student Tenure and Promotions Committee is seeking student feedback on the profes
sors up for tenure and promotions review during the current academic year.

Catherine Ross
Peter Smith
Orin Kerr
Steven Schooner
Christopher Yukins
Please take a moment to let the committee know about your experiences with these professors. Comments will be
compiled and presented to the entire law school faculty.

SEND AN EMAIL TO tschampers@law.gwu.edu WITH ANY FEEDBACK
YOU MIGHT HAVE.
In your email, please include:

* Your name

* Your year in law school

* What class/experience you had with the professor
* Any other information you think would be helpful to the committee
All emails must be received by Friday, N ovember 5th.

Thank you!1

Tracy Schampers
James Morgan

Student Representatives
Jennifer Best
Arlene Duffy

Jennifer Santos
Joseph Johnson
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tion, the American Association of Law D.C. as a black city. In her talk, she fo
Schools, and the Executive Director of cused on the importance of people in the
the Law School Admissions Council law and their civic duties. For Wu, "she
was the perfect example of how some
(LSAC).
"A lot of times by diversity we one of color can talk about issues that
mean non-white people, and as long as are general, but can be better understood
there's one or two non-white people, di with some race perspective."
While all GW students received the
versity has been achieved," said Butler, a
panelist, moderator and attendee, reflect SBA e-mail, most Parliamentarians were
ing on the Conference. "But among non- students of color. Wu felt "lucky to have
white people, there's a huge amount of gotten that much involved," but acknowl
edged that "it was just hard for someone
diversity."
He also noted that alongside the big who wasn't actively searching it out to
names, like Derrick Bell and Richard get involved."
Cisneros also felt that the event
Delgado, a lot of young rising stars of
could
have been advertised better to stu
many different backgrounds had an op
portunity to present their work. His fa dents, both for participation and atten
vorite moment of the Conference was the dance purposes: "The most students I saw
last panel, featuring law students who had at a panel was six." Wu would have liked
won the National Emerging Scholar Stu- "to see more involvement in the planning
stages and more involvement
in the planning of the panels"
on the part of the students.
Robinson was not dis
pleased with the student atten
dance, acknowledging that
GW students are very busy
and that holding the confer
ence on a weekend - the only
time enough space could be
available - may have affected
the numbers of those who
could attend panels.
The response from those
students and faculty who did
come has been "monumen
tal," in the words of one of
the many law school deans
who made the trip, said
Robinson. "In terms of our
reputation, we cannot under
estimate what this did for GW
derstood that, and he agreed to
nationally and internationally
do it," she said.
. . . You can't buy that kind of
Though she encountered
publicity -you could send out
some resistance from some indi
800 brochures, but there's
viduals, "mostly for reasons that
nothing like having scholars in
had to do with people's personal
the building who see your en
agendas for conferences," they
terprise . . . And no matter
Photo By Denise Noel/Staff Photographer
planned to do it in 2004 and Panelists Professor Paul Butler, the George Washington University Law School; Professor Mari J.
what, for the next 5 years,
Robinson had tremendous sup Matsuda, Georgetown University Law Center; and Professor John Calmor, University of North
GW is where this conference
port from scholars across the Carolina School of Law debate during the Conference.
occurred, and occurred suc
country. The words of the late
cessfully."
Jerome Culp, Professor at Duke Law personal biases for certain authors. This dent Competition through which their
Numerous legal journals at univer
School and a giant in the field of Critical selection process ensured that young, up- papers were selected for presentation. sities across the country have agreed to
Race Theory, particularly inspired and-coming professors and writers doing Following their speeches, the winners, publish papers presented at the confer
Robinson. "He was very ill in 2003 . . . groundbreaking work received the same Nicole Decker and Terrion L! ence. The conference also featured a trib
but he said: 'It's important that it be 2004. consideration as older, well-established Williamson, received comments from ute to late Supreme Court Justice
It's something we said we would do ev scholars.
four GW students selected by the Steer Thurgood Marshall. Marshall's widow
ery 5 years. 2005 is too late.'"
Robinson explained that this ing Committee: Chevon Brooks and attended the ceremony and was present
Buoyed by the understanding and method reflected the vision of Linda Jacqueline Cisneros, Class of '05; and for the unveiling of a proposed official
support of Young, in March 2003 Crane, law professor at the John Marshall Kevin Gardiner and George Wu, Class portrait of the Civil Rights champion in
Robinson "began to work, and make ev Law School, who originally came up with of '06. Said Butler, "It was so wonderful the Brown v. B oard of Education case.
erybody else work."
the idea of a National Conference. Crane because that's just what was going on This portrait will hang in the planned
She organized a Steering Commit "powerfully reminded" Robinson that with the professors, but here it was with Thurgood Marshall Reading Room in
tee compromised of people who had "the strength of regionals were their nur students."
Bums Library - only the second official
served as regional conference chairs, to turing of young faculty, pre-tenure."
Wu, the President of the Asian/Pa portrait of the Justice in existence (the
historically black institutions, and to lead
As a result, the Steering Commit cific Law Students Association first hangs in the Supreme Court build
ers of Critical Race Theory Workshops, tee set for itself a goal of ensuring that (APALSA), and Cisneros, President of ing).
Lat Crit, and many other scholarly move every panel had a junior person, a the Hispanic Law Students Association
Butler received the award for Out
ments.
woman, a Hispanic, etc., unless such an (HLSA), also served as Parliamentarians, standing Scholar and Robinson the Na
"I reached out to every different individual writing on the given topic orienting visiting faculty throughout the tional Chair's Award for Extraordinary
aspect of the legal community ... It was could not be found. The same approach weekend. Both got involved after receiv Service. The Law School was recognized
important to unify - we were getting so was used in selecting panel moderators. ing an e-mail to the general student body as Outstanding Legal Institution.
large and everyone had their own orga Emphasized Robinson, "If we say that from the Student Bar Association an
However, for Robinson, a true mo
nizations that they worked with to a one of the things that we want to do is nouncing the Conference and seeking ment of happiness came at an unexpected
greater extent. . . W e wanted a represen represent the whole world . . . diversity is volunteers. They also motivated mem point in the Conference. "The scholar
tative from every region that would work important -speaking truth to power -we bers of their respective organizations to ship was extraordinary [throughout the
participate.
on the Steering Committee," said also have to speak truth to ourselves!"
Conference] . . . But when I went to the
With over 300 attendees and more
Robinson. In addition, Robinson put to
For Cisneros, a student in Butler's Friday lunch, which we had moved to the
gether an advisory board e-mail list to than 100 panelists including the biggest "Race, Racism and American Law" class, Marvin Center, I couldn't get anyone to
provide transparency for the planning names in every field of Critical Race "being around these scholars dedicated settle down. It was a complete love fest.
Theory scholarship, the largest confer to fixing the inequities that do exist . . . And then when we ran out of seats and I
process and ensure feedback.
Internally, Robinson relied heavily ence of any kind in the history of GW made what we've been studying that made them bring more seats. And then
on Professors Paul Butler, Cynthia Lee, Law School has proven a resounding suc much more real to me."
when they had no more seats and tables,
Wu came away particularly im I had to go to the Steering Committee
Lawrence Mitchell, and Stephen cess. Scholars from the U.S., Chile, Ar
Saltzburg, among others, both as a sound gentina, Great Britain and Canada mixed pressed with the presentation of Mari members to give up their seats. .. . That's
ing board and as informational resources. in the school's newly renovated hallways Matsuda, a professor at the Georgetown when I knew that it didn't have do with
Law students who served as re with the Presidents of the American Bar University Law Center, who spoke about just the scholarship."
search assistants to Robinson at GW and Association, the National Bar Associa the disenfranchisement of Washington,

to her colleagues at schools across the
nation also played a key role in shaping
tinued to meet yearly following the 1999 this unique undertaking.
"When National landed on my desk
National, it was agreed that the National
Conference would recur every five y ears. . . . the Steering Committee decided that
"It is intended to provide an we would have our research assistants
emancipatory space, a safe space, a place give us a list of hot topics in law, blind.
where we could gather together every 5 We wanted the National to represent all
years. A place where old folks could meet of the views that were possible ... and it
new folks. . . There are folks who are the didn't necessarily have to relate to race,"
only minority faculty member [at their said Robinson.
Her research assistants, Young Cho
school]. It was important for them to
and Monise Stevenson, in conjunction
meet," clarified Robinson.
Robinson became the National with their colleagues at other universities,
Chair of this momentous undertaking in came up with a list of over 100 impor
advertently. In 2003, then Dean Michael tant issues in current legal scholarship
Young approached Robinson with a pro worthy of conference consideration.
posal to host a symposium, a half a day They were then sent to gather names of
or a day in length. While soon thereafter the leading scholars in the respective
attending the Western POCLSC regional fields, with no background knowledge or
conference, held jointly with the
Conference of Asian Pacific
American Law Faculty, Robinson
turned to her friends and col
leagues for potential symposium
ideas.
"A young faculty member,
Rashmi Goel from the University
of Denver, said, 'Isn't it time for
the Second National? Why don't
you do that?"' remembers
Robinson. "And that's exactly
what happened."
Robinson took the idea
back to Young, explaining that
the conference presented a won
derful opportunity for GW, but
that if the organizers did not raise
sufficient funds to cover the cost
of the meeting, the law school
would have to cover the unmet ex
penses. "To Yus credit . . . he vm-

CONFERENCE from page 6.
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nal breakup, the man was arrested for vio
lating the protective order. The D.C.
Court of Appeals found that a "consent
defense" was a valid defense, but did not
apply given the facts of the case. DV
LEAP's intervention in the case encour
aged the government to file a petition for
rehearing, and its brief critiquing the
"consent defense" as a defense to viola
tions of court orders helped persuade the
D.C. Court of Appeals to vacate its origi
nal opinion and issue one which left the
issue open.
One important new D.C. case for

IMPACT from page 1.
sage of many other grass roots student
movements.
Jasmine Blackmeir, the Election
Activity Coordinator for IMPACT at
GW Law, explained: "It's not so much
about getting out the vote as it is about
understanding that we as law students can
do so much more than we think. People
at the polls will look to us. Sometimes
poll workers from the community aren't
out to disenfranchise the public, but they
just don't know the law. It's the realiza
tion that you as a law student are at a
point in your life and in history when you
can make a difference."
"We have this great resource of law
students who are interested and have got
ten educated, and we should plug them
into work that's needed," confirmed Wil
liams. "Lawyers and civil rights activists
have been doing this for years."
With that goal in mind, on Election
Day law students will have several options
to get involved. "We will bus about a
1000 law students across the country to
the polls," said Williams.
"In terms of law students recruited
overall, about 2500 people will be in
volved in local efforts such as hotline
shifts and local polls."
GW's participation in IMPACT

4mwatscri
/O.ZZ.eoo<j

DV LEAP is concerned with challenging
the use of the parental alienation doctrine
in custody suits. This doctrine treats
abuse allegations by the custodial parent,
or a child's ambivalence toward the non
custodial parent, as having been fabri
cated by the custodial parent in order to
turn the child against the non-custodial
parent.
Meier notes that many parents ac
cused of abuse have successfully invoked
the parental alienation doctrine to win
greater access to their children, often
without protective conditions.
The problem, Meier states, is that
parental alienation theory is not sup

ported by scientific evidence, yet it is ac
cepted by courts as a defense against
abuse allegations in granting alleged abus
ers greater access to children. Through
the D.C. case DV LEAP has taken on,
Meier hopes to develop a precedent to
establish that the doctrine is not scientifi
cally based and that it should be used spar
ingly, if at all, in cases where abuse is at
issue.
The current case involves a family
where the father had been found to have
battered the wife. He was subsequently
also found to have sexually violated his
daughter. Through the use of the paren
tal alienation doctrine, he was able to get

a reevaluation and gained overnight un
supervised custody of his daughter.
While the case is still pending,
Meier has high hopes. "We hope first of
all to protect this child, and secondly, to
get a hearing on the validity of the pa
rental alienation theory," she said.
"Unlike most of DV LEAP'S cases,
we accepted this case at the trial stage,
because we need to make a strong record
for a potential appeal. I'm delighted that
Josh Green, of Fried, Frank, Harris,
Shriver & Jacobson LLP, a former stu
dent of mine, has put together a great
team of lawyers and agreed to co-coun
sel the case. They're doing great work."

2004 came about at Blackmeir's sugges
tion. The President of Law Students for
Choice, Blackmeir heard about IMPACT
from her organization's national head
quarters. "I got interested in it," said
Blackmeir. Working together with
Gabrielle Haddad, another 2L student,
"the first thing we did was set up train
ing dates with IMPACT. After that I
started reaching out to other organiza
tions."
Blackmeir joined forces with Just
Democracy, another grass roots law stu
dent organization committed to ensuring
correct voting practices on November 2nd.
Just Democracy's GW chapter was
started by Cherrie-Ann Walters. With the
additional help of the Student Bar Asso
ciation, GW's IMPACT coordinators cre
ated "GW Law Votes! Guide to 2004
Election Activity," which was placed in
all student mailboxes.
The guide contained information
about various opportunities to get in
volved on Election Day, the importance
of voting, as well as partisan and non
partisan ways to make a difference in the
upcoming election.
Blackmeir was extremely enthusias
tic about the support the initiative has
received from the SBA and the law school
administration. The SBA Senate voted

to give IMPACT $700 in ad hoc funding
to go towards reserving seats on the buses
to Philadelphia and to provide food and
drinks for training and for the volunteers
at the polls.
"I wrote a letter to Deans DeVigne
and Johnson to clarify the policy on ab
sences if we go to the polls on November
2nd. Dean DeVigne wrote me back and
called me to tell me that they are so sup
portive of this, and will do anything they
can to support the program," said
Blackmeir.
The administration is encouraging
the faculty to have individual policies
about absences. Since there will not be
school-wide taping of classes, students
should contact their professors if they
plan to participate in the poll monitoring
effort. Students may also have an oppor
tunity to earn pro bono hours, as long as
the requirements of the Pro Bono Com
mittee are satisfied for the specific activ
ity in which the students choose to take
part.
On October 25th IMPACT will con
duct a training session at 7:30 p.m. in
LL101 to educate interested students on
their responsibilities as poll monitors, and
how to look for voter irregularities and
voter suppression. The Black Law Stu
dents Association and Just Democracy

will also host a Town Hall Meeting, mod
erated by Professor Paul Butler, prior to
the training session in the Fifth Floor
Faculty Conference Center at 4:30 p.m.
In conjunction with GW Democrats and
GW Republicans, Professor Seigel and
Professor Morgan will debate the issues
pertinent to the election. The program
will emphasize audience participation so
that students can have their questions
answered by representatives from either
side.
On Election Day, students will leave
very early in the morning to take the bus
to Philadelphia. Those students who pre
fer to drive can take their own cars. Once
at their destination, "people will work
shifts at the polls in pairs," explained
Blackmeir.
"There'll be a lawyer supervising
you and there'll be access to the hotline,
and there's a very direct chain of com
mand in case you have questions. After
your shift, you can go back to headquar
ters at People For the American Way, or
you can return to the polls. Then we'll
go back to D.C. after the polls close. Stu
dents who drive can return early."
A pick-up location has not yet been
determined due to the large number of
students participating.
IMPACT has been working with
the National Black Law Students
Association, the Latino Law Stu
dents Association, the National
Lawyers Guild, the American
Constitutional Society, and vari
ous public interest offices to put
together national control centers
in key states across the country
to serve as headquarters for
IMPACT'S election poll moni
tors on Election Day.
Williams, a 3L at Colum
bia and one of the original
founders of IMPACT, is spend
ing her fall semester as a visiting
student at Georgetown Univer
sity Law Center in order to spear
head IMPACT'S national orga
nizational effort.
Her goals for Election Day
are "just to get our students de
ployed and have the day run as
smoothly as possible, assist vot
ers, and have a good day and get
home."
Blackmeir expressed great
satisfaction with the degree of in
terest IMPACT has generated in
the D.C. area: "we are not even
in a battleground state . . . O ther
schools that are in battleground
states are usually immensely
more active than D.C. students
are. The fact that you do have
all D.C. students coming together
to me reflects how incredibly ac
tive the student network is."

tYeah, I Ve go t some flu vaccine... but its
aonna cost you ''
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I v Huckabees
I had a friend who passed away a few
years ago, and she believed that if you
couldn't find something nice to say, you
just weren't trying hard enough. This review is my second try; when I finished the
first one, I knew I'd be in big trouble with
Maria if she read it. So I started over.
/certainly did not V Huckabees, but I
have made every attempt to find some good
in this film, because it did have a few pluses,
Albert
(Rushmore's
Jason
Schwartzmann) is an environmentalist
who is thoroughly disappointed with life,
To pinpoint the source of three recently
occurring coincidences,
he hires two "existential
detectives"
(Lily
Tomlin and Dustin
Hoffman) to watch his
JHf
every move and figure
fML
out what his life means.
Jude Law plays his suecessful, good-looking,
HH

T""ati«bossJhoJ

these characters while the
detectives at-

J

LINDSAY T ASHER

along with his girlfriend
(Naomi Watts), also
RcS IpSCl
hires these detectives for
the same reasons.
The "Huckabees" of the title is the
department store owned by Law's charac
ter, while Watts is the poster girl for the
store's television commercials. Finally,
Isabelle Huppert successfully plays the
polar-opposite type of detective from
Hoffman and Tomlin, employing the
darker, morbid approach. That's about all
1 can give you -the film revolves around
tVie \nterp\ay
between all of

secret of operation, but don't get it. This
film set you up to learn what the process
was, but doesn't give an adequate answer—and that annoyed me.
1 Huckabees spends most of its time
tricking us into thinking it has found the
perfect solution for inner discovery, but
it doesn't. Having the hapless, depressed
guy realize that the hot, successful guy is
just as miserable is neither original nor
realistic. Nor did the existential detecfives' process get us to that conclusion in
any novel way, mainly because it's impossible to figure out what this process was.
The movie also got
me thinking about our
own efforts towards selfdiscovery, and how lazy
we have become. I know
B
that some people really
' fl
do need professional help
jK
for a great number of se/M
rious reasons, but that is

ing on here.
I •
CitlCttlCl Huckabees illustrated the
oddity on which many
people seem to thrive—
self-discovery through the efforts of a total
stranger who wouldn't know you from
William Shatner.
One scene shows Schwartzman's
character sitting at a table eating cereal and
reading a newspaper. Through the window, Tomlin watches and makes notes, as
an existential detective seeking the essence
of a man she does not know, simply by
-watching nim

jn a nutshell, the meaning of life
.
« still out there and we are no
closer to learning how to discover

eaf his breakfast

And 1

laughed out
loud because

tempt to find
it's ridiculous,
out
what
..
Learneveryone's
^ingwhy one is
"deal" is.
dissatisfied
/ V Huckabees reminded me of last with life seems to involve turning the keys
year's Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, over to a total stranger. But why is it that
That film employed one unique concept— we hardly engage the free services of our
walking through a stunning visual display loved ones, or, better even, ourselves?
of a man's past memories in a doctor's at- Have our lives truly become so complitempt to erase them from his mind. Eternal cated that we can'tfigure them out, or don't
Sunshine had potential disaster written all even trust those who know us best to help?
over it because it was so factually compliMaybe it's because we seek the thrill
cated and relied on very odd visuals. Yet in what the total stranger might uncover,
through brilliant directing and editing, the Tell me you haven't gotten the willies
movie wowed me with how well it was when a tarot card reader told you your
pulled off.
boyfriend's initials.
/ V Huckabees, however, fell into that
But I'm afraid to find out how she
trap—a potentially cool concept, an ideal did it, because maybe I had his initials
cast, and some very clever visual effects, written on my hand or something equally
but the director just didn't pull it off.
stupid. I don't want to know if Agnes on
First, the plot was very disjointed the Ocean City Boardwalk was a total
and slow, and I was looking at my watch fraud.
And if I were shelling out a load
every few minutes.
of money to a hired professional, I'd
Second, and I know this was an rather just get my end result than discover
existential movie, but the end result that the building blocks were bogus,
seemed dull and simple. I expected bet- Maybe I shouldn't be so upset that I V
ter, less cliched revelations. Yes, I know Huckabees d idn't give away the process;
what "existential" means, but we've seen maybe it was best kept a secret,
it a million times, and we're ready for a
In a nutshell, the meaning of life is
movie that does something different with still out there and we are no closer to
the concept.
learning how to discover it. I hope you
Third, I couldn't have cared less find something more in this movie than I
about these characters, with the exception did. I really didn't like it and felt that it
of Mark Wahlberg, playing a fireman
was a cop out. Yes, existential comedies
who buys into a darker side of self-dis- are supposed to leave you in limbo, yadda
covery. As much as we make fun of him yadda. But at some point, Hollywood
for his Funky Bunch days, I have never will have to do better than that, especially
seen this man play a part where he didn't with a cast this talented,
do a tremendous job. (As a sidebar, Lily
Tomlin has a knack for physical comedy;
she was really fun to watch).
Finally, the process by which the
existential detectives work does not come
through clearly - you wait to learn their

America's
Songwriting Team
On behalf of its current members— hits full stride with the tear-jerker
Rodgers and Hammerstein, Gilbert and "Ronery" (beautifully sung by Kim Jong
Sullivan, Lennon and McCartney, II) and the arena-rock anthem "America,
Webber and Rice—it is my distinct plea F*** Yeah!" When strategically placed
sure to welcome into the upper echelon between clips of hot puppet love and ac
of the world's greatest songwriting duos tion scenes that Jerry Bruckheimer could
only dream about, these songs are a big
Trey Parker and Matt Stone.
The South Park guysl The same. part of what makes Team America audi
Surely you jest. I am dead serious. Isn't ences giggle—they hold the flick together
like your shoes to
there another more wor
the cinema floor.
thy, more dynamic duol
Parker and
It was a tiebreaker be
Stone
will always
tween them and Hall
have
their
detrac
and Oates. What about
tors.
If
people
once
Elton John and Bernie
said
the
Beatles
Taupinl What? Please.
were conduits for
Sir Elton writes all of
the devil, I can only
his own stuff.
imagine
what they'd
I don't think
say
about
the cre
anyone should kid
ators
of
South
Park.
ETER
ROMAGHIM
about honors this pres
But
even
if
viewers
tigious. See, there are
can handle some
plenty of reasons why
language suitable
Parker and Stone de
only
for school
serve a place next to
buses,
they
might
write
the
duo's
musical
these illustrious twosomes. To begin,
talents
off
as
just
plain
silly.
Silly?
You
many people would be content with one
want
silly?
Try
Sergeant
Pepper
and
brilliant contribution to society, but not
Rocky
Raccoon,
Cats
and
Technicolor
these native Coloradoans. Satiating
America's desire for cussing cartoon chil Dreamcoats, or an entire musical about
the state of Okladren was only the
homa. Oklahoma!
first step in Parker
After honing their skills
Sure it's OK, but the
and Stone's rise to
lyrics to the theme
fame. They also
in a few episodes of
needed to teach
song—"Gonna give
South Park, Parker and
them how to sing.
you barley / carrots
After honing
and pertaters / Pas
Stone released the
their skills in a few
ture fer the cattle /
musical <(South Park:
episodes of South
Spinach
and
Bigger, Longer, and
Park, Parker and
termayters!"—take
Stone released the
the silly cake.
Uncut" in 1999.
musical South Park:
Furthermore,
Bigger, Longer, and
there's a soft side to
Uncut in 1999. Critics were right to laud Parker and Stone that casual fans of South
the film's social and political satire, but a Park might not perceive that comes
few missed the musical lampoon in it all. through in Team America: World Police.
It was in so many ways the anti-Disney: The twosome is certainly best known for
The opener "Mountain Town" toys with their humor, but there's nothing funny
the best-picture-nominated Beauty and the about writing songs dealing with love and
Beast's "Belle," and Satan's "Up There" loss. In the touching "I'm Only a Woman
is stunningly close to "Part of Your Now," Parker and Stone pen: "I like rain,
World" from The Little Mermaid.
I like ham, I like you / You're around,
But Parker and Stone are innova You're right here so you'll do / I wanna
tors, not just commentators. Bigger, tell you how much I love your mind / but
Longer, and Uncut is full of bold steps into it simply isn't true." Not since the Bolton
the unknown, as in
years has the music
"Kyle's Mom's a Big
world seen such a
Fat B**ch" and like
powerful statement
"What Would Brian
of a man's love for a
Boitano Do?" If
good woman (or
those topics aren't
puppet). And when
weighty enough for
that love leaves,
you, consider that
Parker and Stone
Hollywood, the bas
find the perfect way
tion of intelligence
to capture that feeling
the world over, made
as well—"I miss you
Parker and Stone Os
more than Michael
car nominees for best
Bay missed the mark
Stone and Parker
original song for
when he made Pearl
"Blame Canada."
Harbor." Gentlemen,
Singer extraordinaire Robin Williams per I second that emotion.
formed it on Oscar night. I'd bet Parker
I guess two ninety-minute films are
and Stone promptly told Randy Newman not really a basis for a lifetime achieve
to eat his heart out.
ment award in songwriting, but, outside
The pair certainly could have rested of the immortal Ween, I just don't re
on their laurels after such success, but they member finding music as laugh-out-loud
continued to push the musical genre into funny as I have with Parker and Stone's
the twenty-first century by making the un ditties. The melody and lyrics are indel
foreseeable leap from foul-mouthed car ibly stamped in my mind after just one
toons to blasphemous puppets in the re listen, and that takes talent. Go ahead
cent Team America: World Police. With and question their seriousness, but don't
Team America, their songwriting prowess question their genius.

P

B

Music for the Masses
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Other IM clients Make
for a Better Experience
Most of us who use Instant Mes
What the Alt-Tab replacement pro
sage (IM) services such as AOL got our gram does is instead of displaying the
screen names, the names which identify icons, it actually displays a small picture
us to others, some time around middle of the window you might bring forward.
school. This means that all of your Thus, if you are using multiple word
friends are identified by names like documents or multiple Internet Explorer
"DJ2COOL" and "FZYWABIT." Given windows, you can easily tell which win
that many people's contact lists include dow you are going to bring forward.
friends from high school, college, and law
This is especially useful when writ
school, keeping track of who's who can ing briefs or memos -especially when you
be nearly impossible.
want to keep a copy of your notes, a Lexis
One excellent solution to this is to window, and your actual brief all open
try a different IM cli
at the same time.
ent. These are pro
You can down
grams
that
are
load this program, and
interoperable with
read descriptions and
AOL's instant messag
download several oth
ing service, but that are
ers
at
http://
put out by third party
www.microsoft.com/
companies.
windowsxp/down
Currently, the
loads/power toys/
best of these is a pro
xppowertoys.mspx.
gram called Trillian by
IKE HI MOWITZ
Cerulean
Studios.
Pop-up Blockers
Trillian is a small
One of the most
download, available for
annoying aspects of
free
from
http:// surfing the internet is the huge number
www.ceruleanstudios.com/ and it pro of pop-up windows that appear as you
vides full interoperability with America surf the net.
Online, as well as three other instant mes
However, these can be blocked by a
saging services (ICQ, IRC, and MSN.)
genus of programs known as pop-up
More importantly, it offers a large blockers. Until recently, the programs
number of functions to organize your that blocked these pop-windows generally

The Computer Guy

buddy list. Trillian lets you organize your

contacts in folders, and you can choose
to display one group or not if you have
too many buddies online.
In this way, you can keep your law
school contacts separate from your col
lege contacts separate from your family
members. Even better, it lets you "Re
name" your contacts, so that your college
buddy's
screen
name,
"CHNKYMONKY" becomes a much
more sedate "David Siman" on your con
tact list.
Trillian is also "skinable," which
means it can be customized to use one of
the hundreds of different looks available
for download on the Cerulean Studios
web page free of charge. Themes range
from sleek futuristic designs to those
based on popular movies and TV shows.
If you are willing to pay $25 for the full
version, you can also download plug-ins
that will keep track of stocks, weather,
and check your various e-mail accounts
- including Yahoo! and GMAIL ac
counts.
PowerToys from Microsoft
Microsoft offers a variety of small
programs designed to improve Windows
utility that are not included in the nor
mal Windows installation. Known col
lectively as PowerToys, these are pro
grams that Microsoft's developers work
on after the Windows product has been
released to manufacturing. My favorite
of these is the Alt-Tab replacement.
One of the most useful (and least
known about) short-cuts in Windows is
switching between various windows by
holding down the 'Alt' key and pressing
'TAB.' After you press TAB the first time
(while holding down the Alt key), up will
pop a small box showing the icons of the
programs you currently have open. Press
ing tab (while still holding down Alt) will
cycle between the programs. When you
release ALT, the selected icon's program
will come to the front of the screen.

cost money. Now several websites offer
downloads that will block these pop-ups.
My favorite of these is the Yahoo! pop

Finding a Doctor in DC
With the flu vaccine a scarce com
modity this winter, more students than
usual will find themselves searching for
some TLMC (tender-loving medical care)
this winter. If you find yourself among
them, there are several ways for you to
find a good doctor in town.

Student Health
Ok, yes, duh. The Student Health
Center is located at 22nd and I Sts., 3
blocks from the Law School. If you have
student health insurance through
Chickering, visits are free. If you don't,
most visits are $15. You must be a cur
rent student with a GWorld card to use
Ask your Native Friends
this service. They also make referrals for
This may seem obvious, but hear the student insurance plan, so this should
me out. GW Law School has many often be your first stop anyway. Note:
Washington Natives, but many of them while they may refer you to specific doc
are from the 'burbs. Therefore, when tors, you can use the referral at any
asked about their doctors, they often men Chickering-approved doctor in the area.
tion great practitioners in "distant" places Look at the Chickering "DocFind"
like Gaithersburg, which is at least incon website at http://www.aetna.com/
venient and at worst
doc find/custom/
inaccessible to students
chickering/ for more
living and working
information.
downtown.
Even if you do
But, many medi
not go to Student
cal practices have of
Health, there are many
fices both downtown
good doctors who prac
and in the suburbs, and
tice within the George
the doctors sometimes
Washington University
split their time between
Health system. Student
ELIZABETH AU STERN
offices (this is true for
Health has the numbers
at least three of my own
for most of the depart
doctors). So, if you ask
ments, or look it up
your DC friend for a
yourself at http://
doctor, and they mention a Maryland or www.gwhospital.com/p5.html.
Virginia town that you've never heard of,
If it is not an emergency, you have
get the contact info anyway. Even if the a better chance of seeing the right doctor
particular doctor the native likes does not at Student Health if you make an appoint
practice close to the city, often group prac ment. The number is (202) 741-2650.
tices have more than one office, and in
my experience, good docs tend to flock Washington Checkbook
1
mentioned
CYveckYsooV.
together. So, call the practice and inquire

Washington Native

if they have locations closer to where you
live or work.

Magazine's doctor survey in a column
last year. Checkbook magazine provides

(I'd list my own doctors here, but I ratings of local merchants, grouped by
up blocker that is built in as part of its
doubt they'd be pleased if a couple hun the type of product or service provided.
Yahoo! Companion toolbar.
The Yahoo! toolbar fits in with the dred law students suddenly called them. A two-year subscription costs $30, and
other toolbars at the top of your Explorer If you'd like recommendations, feel free includes online access to a list of recom
window, and offers the ability to search to email me at eaustern@law.gwu.edu, or mended medical specialists, identified by
multiple Checkbook readers as giving
Yahoo! directly from the toolbar as well just stop me in the halls).
superior care. The list is accurate but not
as links to shopping, news, and sports
comprehensive -1 know of several good
websites.
It blocks almost every pop-up you crowded. I've discovered that this is bear doctors who do not appear on the list,
don't want, and lets in those you do. If it able if you make the Yahoo! toolbar share but I also know of many of the doctors
blocks a pop-up you do want, simply re the same level as your File menu. In or on the list, and they are all excellent, in
load the page while pressing CTRL and der to move the taskbar, you may have to my opinion. In other words, you prob
it deactivates the program.
unlock the task bar under the View- ably have a safe bet with any doctor on
this list, but don't count a doctor out just
The only problem with this pop-up toolbars menu option.
blocker, and others like it, is that it re
Then, simply click on the left side because he or she don't make the list. It
quires that you keep the toolbar up on of the toolbar and you can move it wher also fails to cover certain specialties.
Even with all the above caveats,
your screen for the pop-up blocker to ever you like. You can relock them the
work.
same way once you have them set up the Washington Checkbook magazine is a
great resource if you'd like help finding a
This means that the top of your way you like.
good local doctor. The website is at http:/
Explorer window can become a little
/checkbook.org/.

ACS and BLSA present:
Judicial Nominations and
Other issues in the 2004
Presidential election

Guest Speaker:
Hilary S kelton, Washington Bureau
of the NAACP

Tuesday, October 10,5 PH
LLI01

A note about insurance
Like many other cost-of-living in
dexes in the DC area, medical care is
more expensive here than average. Usu
ally the cost for service increases the
closer to the city you get, so doctors in
the far suburbs are less expensive than
those with offices in the high-rent district.
Chickering, and many other health insur
ance plans, set the maximum price they
are willing to pay for covered services,
and it is up to you, the student, to pay the
rest. As mentioned above, the Chickering
website lists doctors who will accept their
insurance and bill Chickering directly.
While you may go outside the plan for
some services regardless of gate-keeper
referrals, you should check with
Chickering (or whoever your provider is)
to see if you need a referral. If you do
not have health insurance or otherwise
must pay out of pocket, do not be shy
about asking a doctor's fees before y ou
make an appointment.
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Strategies for Love,
Outlining

To Us Aspiring
Alcoholics

From the number of times someone day your college roommate had sex.
has mentioned how many lawyers are ei Whatever the day is, there will always be
ther alcoholics or depressed, it's started a reason to celebrate; if you can't think
to seem as if we all have two options: (1) of a reason, make one up. Someone
become an alcoholic or (2) eventually get thought of Hug a Bear Day, so you can
diagnosed with clinical depression. Ap think of a reason to celebrate a random
proximately five margaritas into Wednes Tuesday in October.
If you still want to function in law
day night's post-midterm festivities, be
school,
you may also have to invest in
coming an alcoholic started to sound like
some
tools
to help you stay awake and
a really good option.
sober
for
at
least part of the day. Good
Don't get me wrong, I'm Irish so
coffee
is
a
must—I
highly recommend
I'm well aware that alcoholism is not to
be taken lightly—it can ruin your life and investing in a high-tech coffee/
make your nose permanently red. How cappuccino/espresso machine. The most
Dear Unclear,
ever,
I've also met plenty of people whose preferable model will have a self-timer,
I'm not sure what
alcoholism
was more like a fun hobby, and will automatically make coffee for
most people do. I guess most of the people
you every morning.
similar
to
a
hardcore
that I know use outlines given to them by
Just remember to
version
of
stamp
collect
upperclassmen, or combine a few outrefill
the machine be
ing.
lines. Some other people put their notes
fore
you
start to imbibe
If
you'd
like
to
into outline format.
for
the
day,
or you may
preemptively
decide
on
Making your own outline, as you
just
end
up
with hot
the
alcoholism
path,
may have discovered, takes an extremely
water
in
the
morning.
start
by
taking
advan
long time. Sometimes you can better
Also, you'll prob
tage of every opportu
spend that time studying your notes and
ably
need
an alcoholics
nity
to
in
dulge
in
free
(or
an already-made outline, rather than mak
KAREN
MORGAN
recovery
kit,
which will
cheap)
alcohol.
You
ing your own. Furthermore, sometimes
* * *
include
Visine
(to get
should
be
a
regular
at
you find that you will never make an out
the
red
out),
something
Thirsty
Thursdays,
and
line as amaz
minty to cover your
never miss a bar review!
ing as one
Dear Ally,
breath
(Listerine
strips
or the new dispos
Learn
the
Happy
Hour
specials
at
every
you've been
,
There is
given.
• • -if you enjoy cheesy music,
this guy in bar within stumbling distance of your able tooth brushes that slip on your fin
For exopen bar, and watching your
some of my apartment/the law school—if you drink ger are both very effective), Febreze (be
cause bars will make everything you own
ample, last
classmates make Jfools ofJ
classes who I enough during Happy Hour, you can
smell like smoke eventually), and an emer
•year, a trieriQ
rmd very at- sometimes stay happy all night.
of mine who
themselves (remember, it's open
tractive, in an
Keep in mind that specials may ro gency Starbucks or Au Bon Pain card (for
was a jl gave
bar), then you should definitely
alcohol in- tate based on the day of the week, so the mornings when you end up with hot
me this fantasduced mo- you'll have to know what day it is at all water sans caffeine).
tic outline he
S° •
ment of bold- times. Most cell phones handily display
If you're still not sure which route
had
gotten
ness, I de- this information with the time now.
you want to take—the road to alcohol
from another
cided to introNext, develop a signature drink. It ism or the road to antidepressants and
ffiend. I thought it may be helpful to make duce myself at Bar Review a few weeks doesn't have to be something exotic, just bi-weekly therapy sessions—ask yourself
my own for that class, but while looking ago.
something that you like a lot—for ex the following questions:
through this person's outline, I realized
We had a great time talking that ample, a martini, manhattan, cosmopoli
Am I a fun drunk?
that there was no way any outline of mine night and at subsequent Bar Reviews. I tan, bourbon, or whatever you enjoy.
Would people say I'm the life of the
could match the masterpiece this wonder see him at school, though, and it's as Every day when you get home from party, or do I often end up drunk, alone,
ful person had created.
though I am invisible. We barely even classes, make yourself this drink.
crying on the floor of the bathroom?
So, I just added a few things to that make eye contact. What should I do?
When you're at a bar, always order
When I'm drunk, do I do the things
outline and used it to study and during
-Confused
this first, then complain that the bartender I wish I could do sober, or do I regret
the exam.
doesn't know how to make it (particularly ninety percent of the things I do and say?
You just have to find out what Dear Confused,
effective for drinks like straight whiskey).
Alcoholism isn't for the weak of
works best for you. If you found that out
You should do one of two things: Earn extra points by giving the bartender heart—literally, if you have a weak heart,
lining for the midterm was really helpful, be patient, or forget about him. First you suggestions on how to improve his tech alcoholism "will probably lead you to
then stick to it.
have to find out why he's doing the Jekyll nique!
wards a triple bypass someday.
As far as getting outlines made by and Hyde thing.
As an alcoholic, you also need to
However, if you've examined the
other people, your best resource is prob
It could be that your man is just re learn that there is always something to risks and decided that pretending life is a
ably your Dean's Fellow. Mine was great ally shy. Perhaps he needs a few drinks to celebrate.
twenty-four hour open bar is far prefer
about getting outlines for us, and we muster up the courage to speak to you.
Anyone can celebrate the obvious able to starting sentences with "My thera
didn't even have to ask.
Bar Review is also a much more social holidays—birthdays, Election Day, Fri pist says," start working towards your
If your Dean's Fellow has had a and relaxed atmosphere than school.
days, Thanksgiving—but alcoholics know future now! Pretty soon, you'll be well
tougher time getting you some outlines
If you think that this could be it, the pure bliss of celebrating National on your way to alcoholism! Hey, if it's
there are outline banks on the portal and just hang in there. He'll come around. Cheese Day (January 20), Hug a Bear going to happen anyway, we might as well
the websites of some of the student orga Maybe you can put in some extra effort Day (November 7), the birthday of your have some fun with it.
nizations.
to make sure he realizes that you actu first dog, or the anniversary of the first
I think the best way to get the great ally like him. That may make it easier for
HAIRPIECES
outlines, though, is to befriend some up him to make a move.
perclassmen who had your professors last
I would suggest inviting him to
B O R A r T E A R S
A P T
year or the year before. The best outlines something that is not date-like, but could
A V 1 S1 R A N C H
H U L A
are often the least circulated so you may be an opportunity for you to spend some
B A D H A i R D A Y1 A L U M
have to do some digging, and perhaps, a more time together, like a party at a
A L E
D A L Y •S M 1 D G E
little begging.
friend's house or something.
W
1 G s||s
A R
On the other hand, the guy may just
be the type of person who gets a little too
R E C 1 T E •S
E E R A G E
friendly with a few drinks. In that case,
A V E R
B E A R
A D E N
don't waste your time. In that case,
B 1 0 E
c R A S S
1 D L E
chances are he's not talking to you be
B
L
A
H
0
A
T
S
H
L 1 M
1
Dear Ally,
cause of your sparkling personality.
1 S R A E L 1 S •S 'P E E D Y
Some people that I know are going
1 R O N
N E A R
to that SBA Halloween Party. I'm not sure
if I should go with them. Is the party re If you'd like toask Allyfor advice, please send
lc O A T
S P A R E s
L O U
an email to notabene@law.gwu.edu, and put
ally lame?
s P L 1 T H A 1 R S
L A M E
"Attn: ALLY" in the subject line.
-Should I Go?
Dear Should I Go,
It depends. If you're very high
maintenance and don't enjoy letting loose
for an evening, then yes, the party is re
ally lame.
However, if you enjoy cheesy mu
sic, open bar, and watching your class
mates make fools of themselves (remem
ber, it's open bar), then
you should definitely
goORACLE
I'm not in
SBA, SO I have no ulterior motives for pro
moting the party. I just
went last year and had a great time. Some
people have hilarious costumes and ev
eryone is in a great mood. Although Polly
Esther's is not the classiest establishment,
it is really fun.
Law students have a tendency to
take themselves too seriously. So, get your
self a ridiculous costume and go.

Dear Ally,
I hear everyone talking about out
lining. They seem to know a lot more
about it than I do. I made my own for the
midterm, but I'm wondering if that's the
best strategy.
What do most people do? If I de
cide to use outlines that other people have
made, how can I get
them?
-Unclear About
ALLY, 2L
Outlining

Ally Explains It All

Alice in 1L Land
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A C E D
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1
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It's All About Chemistry
Since this issue of the Nota Bene is
IP themed, I thought I'd discuss some
chemistry. Of course, I'm a dating col
umnist so I'm going to talk about the kind
of chemistry that involves couples and not
the kind that involves acids and bases;
well, at least not those bases...
Like a good scientist, I begin with
background and hypotheses. For five
minutes recently my romantic life was
remotely interesting. It was one of those
when it's raining, it's pouring times. It
seemed I couldn't even eat lunch without
getting hit on. Still, with my insane sched
ule this semester, I managed to break al
most every date I made (even with my
friends) so as the rain tempered to a
drizzle, and the every day stress that de
fines my life steadily increased, there were
really only one or two guys that remotely
piqued my attention.
After sorta kinda talking to one of
them for awhile, I managed to hang out
with him. I have to admit, I was a little
excited. We flirted. We had one too
many margaritas. And then it happened:
that long anticipated kiss. And, well,
nothing. Nada. Zilch. Zero.
Not that I didn't give it the good
old college try because I did. You see, I'd
never been in a situation before where I'd
really been attracted to someone, but
where we'd had absolutely no chemistry.
I always thought chemistry was instanta
neous; that je ne sais qua that helps you
divide potential friends from potential
lovers, that keeps you interested enough
during the early part of the relationship

to forge the emotional bonds that will last off the signals they are getting from one
for the later, sometimes tougher, parts. another. Sure it's indescribable, but just
like Justice Potter
It's easy to explain a
Stewart's "I know it
lack of chemistry be
when I see it" pornog
tween you and some
raphy standard, you
one you're not at
know it when you feel
tracted
to,
but
it. Those feelings
shouldn't chemistry
won't happen if the
automatically exist
other person isn't send
where attraction does?
ing out the signals in
And if the chemistry
the
first place.
wasn't there once, does
SARAH
HE
NSLEY
Of
course,
that mean it's never go
people
change.
For ex
ing to be there?
ample,
many
relation
It's difficult to
explain why chemistry wouldn't exist ships begin between two people who are
where attraction does. After all, the two friends for months or years before "see
are largely intertwined. Of course, chem ing each other in a new light."
This leads me to believe that chem
istry is based on more than mere physi
cal attraction. There are many men I find istry, once absent, could suddenly be created. But you
attractive in
have to won
this world, and
It's easy to explain a lack of
der: was the
several at the
chemistry between you and
chemistry be
law
school
tween these
even who you
someone you're not attracted to,
two always
couldn't pay
but shouldn't chemistry
there and just
me to date.
dormant and
Perhaps they're
automatically exist where
ignored? After
my best friends'
attraction does?
all, they were
ex-boyfriends,
friends, and
perhaps they're
arrogant jerks, to me they're just untouch friendships—the really great ones—take
able. I don't need to kiss these boys to their own, non-sexual, special kind of
know that there's just no chemistry be chemistry too.
I'd like to believe that missing chem
tween us.
Moreover, in order for chemistry to istry isn't the kiss of death, but I know
work correctly, the attraction must be that I err on giving people second (and
mutual. People should be able to feed third.. .and sometimes fourth) chances, so

Sexless In The City

perhaps I'm not the best judge. I do know
that it's much easier to end a "relation
ship" that hasn't really begun or that's in
it's infancy than to end one that's been
going on for a few weeks or months or
even years.
Then again, maybe I'm putting too
much stock in this whole idea of chemis
try. Maybe what really matters is all the
other concrete stuff: how a couple treats
each other, their [non-chemistry-related]
compatibility, e.g., what they want and
where they see things going, etc., etc..
Or maybe I'm not. Sometimes I.
think there are few things better in this
world than that butterfly feeling you get
when you're just starting to like someone,
and you know, you just know, that this
person could be someone pretty special.
It's been many, many moons since I've
had the butterflies, and they're pretty
much one of the major things that inspire
me to continue dating.
So what's my conclusion? As to the
story above, I think the absent chemistry
was a blessing in disguise. I don't have
time to date (just ask my friends who I've
virtually been ignoring all semester) and
I definitely don't have time to play games.
Besides, I think I managed to convince
the boy I was looking for a serious rela
tionship. Sucker.
Anyway, the sad moral is, as excit
ing as my romantic life momentarily was,
the most exciting thing to happen to me
over the last month was the pumpkin
cheesecake at the Cheesecake Factory.
Yeah. I think I may need to get out more.

Kicking the Habit
Yup. It's official. Yesterday, I was
confronted with my problem. We'll call it
an intervention. It was like something from
a bad public service announcement. It
wasn't pretty, but it was time someone
stepped in.
Frankly, it was ruining me, my rela
tionships, my schoolwork, everything. My
friends sat me down, lit some scented
candles, put on a Yanni CD, ran a bubble
bath (these made me a bit uncomfortable,
but I did appreciate their relaxing quali
ties), and gave it to me straight.
"Eric, we think you are addicted to
post-season baseball."
At first I tried to deny it, blaming it
on the changing seasons and seasonal dis
tress syndrome. Then I became angry how could they think this was really a
problem? Seriously, they just didn't un
derstand.
Oh damn. How did they know? Was
it the fact that I'd come to school with
bloodshot eyes, babbling incessantly about
stolen bases, double plays, and walk off
homeruns? Was it odd that when called on
in class, I'd passed blaming my lack of read
ing on 'that stupid closer from last night?'
Did they see the track marks, where
the remote rested on my arm during the
seven-hundred innings I'd just watched?
Did they notice that during my night class
I kept cursing and screaming at the com
puter as the internet signal cut in and out
from ESPN? They knew I was crazy and it
was ruining everything! What was it? Why
am I an addict? I just need help.
Damn you baseball... damn you!
"Hi. My name is Eric and... I'm
addicted to the national pastime."
I love baseball. As a kid, I played a
bit of ball. As an adult (or someone who
played an adult on television), I've drank a
few beers while playing Softball. It's a
game that has so much history that you can

easily become a buff. Frankly, if you don't
like baseball or softball or tee-ball, well,
you are just un-American.
Okay, that's going a bit too far. No,
no. I'm not going to get all Michael Mooreish on you. It's not a partisan thing -some
people really like baseball, others would
rather watch paint dry. That's what this all
comes down to now. You see, with baseb a l l ,

Midterm Bar Review than during a ball
game. They say that the players aren't even
real athletes.
And truthfully, I can see their point.
It's not fast-paced like basketball or hockey.
It's not violent like football or boxing. It's
not wet like swimming... well, that one
isn't quite as good as the rest. Some ex
perts have claimed that baseball is a "cereb r a1
game"
or "the
thinki n g
man's
sport."
I think
those
people
a

r

e

weirdos,
b u
p e r
h a p
t h e
h a v

They claim that
three hours (try five hours and twenty minute5) is an awfully long time for twentyseven outs and only a couple of hits.
They tell me that if they wanted to
see a game end 1-0, they'd watch soccer.
They say there are too many nuances -the
hit-and-run, the double steal, the sacrifice
bunt, the closer, the knuckleball, the
bullpen fight. They say that they've seen
more action at McFadden's during the 1L

t

s
y
e

some
thing
t
o
them.
The
other
night, I
found
myself watching fourteen innings of base
ball. Fourteen. That's insane. The game
took more than five hours. I can't say I've
ever sat down and read Constitutional Law
for five hours straight. I'd call myself crazy
if I ever did that. But baseball, no prob
lem.
Then, after those fourteen innings, I
just cut over to watch the last hour and a
half of the second game. Okay, and then I
watched SportsCenter to cap off my night,

where they covered the two games I'd
watched for the last quarter of my day.
What the hell is wrong with me? I
just get over the huge emotional release
from game one, only to say, "Great, this
game is just getting exciting. Zero-zero,
sweet. I think I'll invest myself in this
result too."
Maybe it would be different if I were
from one of the cities playing in baseball's
Final Four. Nope. DC doesn't have a
team... yet. I grew up in Omaha (nifty
Triple-A team there...), and most recendy
lived in Arizona (home of the team with
the worst record in all of baseball).
I've never had any real affinity for
any of the teams playing. Yet, I find my
self always rooting for the team that is be
hind.
It's like I hope that the team could
extend this for one more inning, one more
pitch, one more night, one more excuse
for not keeping up with the reading. Is that
too much to ask?
The drug of postseason baseball is
upon us. Don't drink from the cup, don't
try the Kool-Aid, don't say, "It'll just be
one time... I can control it."
Baseball isn't something that can
be kicked cold turkey. It requires BA
(Baseball Anonymous), it requires support
from family and friends, and it requires
help.
And most importandy, it requires
Fox to stop showing baseball -thank God
the last possible game is on Halloween.
Only one more week of Joe Buck and Tim
McCarver.
Who's up to watch the Series? (And
then maybe a little football?)
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Catholic

Rep

To some, the idea might seem ing a message that served their own un
counter-intuitive. Among Democrats, the wholesome purposes, while avoiding the
notion of Catholic Republicans might inconvenient detail that, according to
seem downright heretical. Since early in Vatican II, only one with a "well-formed"
the last century, the "Catholic Vote" has conscience - one in concord with the
been considered as monolithic and as re Church's doctrines -is properly disposed
liably Democratic as the "Union Vote" to follow his own counsel.
Recognizing the hollowness of the
and the "Black Vote."
A week hence, we may find that is "Gospel According to Me," millions of
still the case, but there are strong indica young Catholic adults are embracing the
tions the tide is turning. And if the high authentic teachings of their faith. Many
tide of the Catholic Vote comes in for the reject the call to leave their religious con
victions outside the
Republicans, as some voting booth as a
from Cokie Roberts to
DAVID MCALPIN E
newly-invented idea
the Wall Street Journal
peddled by those
-believe it might, that
whose policies are in
tide will not only wash
compatible
with
religious convictions.
over the presidential aspirations of Sena
The
model
for
Catholic politicians
tor Kerry like the waters of the Red Sea
and
lawyers
has
long
been St. Thomas
over Pharaoh's army, but it may also wash
Moore,
who,
preferring
his head be sepa
out to sea the Democrats' ambitions to
rated
from
his
body
rather
than his faith
govern for generations to come. But why?
from
his
politics,
offered
these
famous
Ultimately, the answer must be
last
words:
"I
die
the
king's
good
ser
found in the thoughtful minds of millions
vant;
but
God's
first."
As
Catholics
en
of faithful souls. The catalyst, however,
ter
the
voting
booth
next
Tuesday,
many
seems increasingly to be the teachings of
an aging priest from a land once domi will refuse to separate their vote from
their faith.
nated by Nazi and Soviet atheists.
Some Cultural Catholics will
Born in 1920, Karol Wojtyla lived
through the hell of Nazi occupation in come to the conclusion that, family cus
Poland. As a young man, his courage tom notwithstanding, they do not sub
was demonstrated both by his participa scribe to the teachings of a Church that
tion in the underground theater and his will not reform her doctrines to fit their
clandestine study for the priesthood, ei politics. A larger number, however,
s e e m
ther
of
poised to
w h i c h
"The model for Catholic politicians
accept the
c o u l d
• h a v e
ancient
and lawyers has long been St. Thomas
challenge
earned
Moore. .
of the Goshim
a
^pels to re
place in a
form them
death camp.
By the age of 36, Wojtyla held PhDs selves instead.
This does not mean that Catho
in both Theology and Philosophy. Par
ish priest, playwright, author and Univer lics will or should become Republicans.
sity professor, he was, at the remarkably Many will likely become Independents,
young age of 38, recognized for his ex freeing themselves of the pressure to vote
traordinary talents and ordained bishop. in accordance with a Party label, while
At 44, he was elevated to Archbishop of increasing their comfort with voting for
Krakow, and at 47, he was made Cardi candidates whose positions conform to
their deeply held convictions, irrespec
nal.
On October 16,1978, Cardinal tive of Party. At present, the candidates
Karol Wojtyla took the name John Paul most committed to a Culture of Life are
II and began what has become the third Republicans.
Such a change might be consid
longest papacy in the Church's 2,000 year
history. His motto has been, "Be Not ered heresy to leaders of the Democrats.
But if change comes, it may be because
Afraid!"
True to that motto, and through large numbers of Catholics have con
prolific writing, he set out to instruct cluded that it is they themselves who
Catholics on the authentic teachings of have committed the heresy. Many now
Vatican II, of which he was an influen recognize that the barbarity of partial
tial drafter. Living the Biblical admoni birth abortion is among the bitter fruit
tion that all Scripture is "profitable for of their subordination of faith in service
teaching, for reproof, for correction, and of a Party that worships, perhaps unto
for training in righteousness," John Paul its own death, at the altar of Roe v.
II has dispensed large doses of each. And Wade.
As John Paul II prepares to cross
he has made a cornerstone of his Pontifi
the
threshold
of death, it is clear that
cate the establishment of a "Culture of
his
legacy
will
include his exhortations
Life."
to
foster
a
Culture
of Life. Those ex
All this he did to the consternation
hortations
have
awakened
in many
of many "Cradle" or "Cultural" Catho
Catholics
the
recognition
that
one day
lics. Cultural Catholics are those who
they,
too,
will
be
called
to
answer
for
were baptized as Catholics, and identify
what
they
did
to
protect
the
most
de
as Catholics, but who have, as adults,
largely rejected Catholic teachings, par fenseless and innocent of human lives.
ticularly respecting sexual morality - "I separated politics and faith," is not
chastity, contraception, abortion and ho likely to prove a satisfactory answer.
For some, the prospect of sever
mosexuality. Unlike their more orthodox
ing
the
bands of Party affiliation may
counterparts, Cultural Catholics tend not
seem
as
perilous as did the thought of
to avail themselves of the sacrament of
severing
political bands to England for
Reconciliation or attend Mass regularly.
many
of
the American colonists. Next
But their numbers are dwindling.
Tuesday,
we may learn that millions of
The recent scandal in the American
priesthood revealed to many Catholics them entered the voting booth, and
that priests who told them to "let their faced that fear fortified by the words of
conscience be their guide," were preach an aging Polish priest: "Be Not Afraid!"

Right Answer

Can George Bush bring us
victory?
BY ANTHONY MARCAVAGE

Staff Writer

Last issue, I discussed whether
John Kerry could achieve victory in
Iraq. Today, I ask the same question of
President Bush.
To be sure, the president has made
huge mistakes in Iraq. His attempts at
diplomacy were disorganized and futile;
he committed too few troops to the in
vasion, too little money for immediate
reconstruction, and created an interim
Iraqi authority far too late in the occu
pation.
The unfortunate fruits of these
decisions, though not entirely foresee
able when made, are now major ob
stacles to success in Iraq.
However, while we must hold
Bush accountable for these failures, the
question of the moment is whether the
president can lead us forward in Iraq
more successfully than his opponent
can. The answer is yes. The president
has two advantages over John Kerry on
Iraq: First, he has a vision of foreign
policy better tailored to the realities of
the war on terror, of which Iraq is now
inextricably a part. Second, his per
sonal stake in the outcome guarantees
his resolve.
Bush has directed his foreign

sive, forward-looking policy, which he
would direct at the root causes of Islamic
terrorism.
Since that time, Bush has consis
tently identified the nexus between terror
ism and the economic and political hope
lessness produced by oppressive Middle
Eastern regimes in a way that his oppo
nent, a dyed-in-the-wool Realist, has not
dared to. The invasions of Afghanistan
and Iraq were launched not only to de
stroy terrorists, but also to destroy this
nexus.
The reality is that Bush's evangeli
cal position on freedom and democracy
are perfectly suited to waging the war on
terror, and the scope of his proselytizing
far more limited than critics acknowledge.
Bush does not intend to march
armies across the developing world, or
even the Middle East, in an effort to
spread the American conception of free
dom. Freedom and democracy are not
ends, but means to an end: American
security.
Bush has updated the Realist posi
tion to address a new reality: That only
economic and political liberty can heal
the festering wounds of the Middle East
that continue to bleed in the form of Is

policy towards the promotion of de
mocracy and liberalism. In his two larg

lamic terrorism.

est initiatives, the invasions of Afghani
stan and Iraq, he has made the election
of moderate representative govern
ments his primary goal. But he has also
created a larger strategic framework
around the promotion of democracy:
The administration has linked foreign
aid to liberal reform with the Millen
nium Challenge Account, has orga
nized G-8 pressure for reform through
the "Greater Middle East Initiative,"
and has made clear the connection be
tween reform and nationhood for the
Palestinians.
His record on this issue is not
spotless, of course, as he has tolerated
the dictatorship of Pervez Musharraf
in Pakistan and the centralization of the
Russian state by Vladimir Putin. But
his general rule has been to promote
democracy in areas of strategic rel
evance to the United States.
This policy has come under fierce
attack. "Realist" critics denounce it as
moralistic, imperialistic, and naive.
They argue that democracy promotion
in the developing world is a risky enter
prise that may bear no fruit, instead
leaving volatile regimes where there
once was stability and sapping resources
from the war against actual terrorists.
Their case in point is Iraq: Once
a stable if unsavory regime with no con
nection to the attacks of 9/11, it is now,
through Bush's impetuous invasion, an
engine for terrorism and anti-American
sentiment.
This powerful critique gains
weight with each passing month ofidifficulty in Iraq. But it is also shortsighted
and largely misses the impulse behind
Bush's foreign policy.
To his credit, Bush realized
shortly after 9/11 that the Realist school
of foreign policy was no longer realis
tic. Bush dismissed its stability and con
tainment theories in favor of an aggres

In waging the war in Iraq, Bush saw
not only a threat in Saddam Hussein, but
also an opportunity not available to those
who advocated continued sanctions and
containment.
It was an opportunity to replace a
dysfunctional and unsustainable status
quo with something progressive, and
Bush rightfully acted.
The argument as to whether
America is safer today because of
Hussein's ouster focuses solely on the pre
ventive rationale for the war. There is
also a progressive rationale: America will
be safer tomorrow, because a function
ing, democratic Iraqi government will
exert more internal pressure to reform on
Egypt, Iran, and Saudi Arabia than the
presence of any American army.
Bush is not a naive realist. But he
does understand that freedom is an av
enue to American security. It is this real
ization that makes his vision superior to
John Kerry's.
Bush's second advantage over Kerry
in Iraq is his personal stake in the war's
outcome. Posterity will forever call this
George W. Bush's war, and that knowl
edge puts tremendous pressure on the
president to succeed.
Bush has responded to this pressure
by fully embracing the war, defending it
with a preacher's passion that, while re
pulsive to many northeastern intellectu
als, demonstrates a commitment not evi
dent in John Kerry's regular vacillation.
On the contrary, Kerry's constant criti
cism of the war belies those moments
when he offers determination.
Success in Iraq will largely define
the war on terror, which will define
American foreign policy over the next
generation. It is a sui generis war, requir
ing a new course of action. The presi
dent realizes this. His opponent does not.
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Loofahsf Falafels
and Cheney
BY MARCUS EHRLANDER

Opinions Editor
Recent events have given me the homosexuality is a choice?
chance to think once again about the way
Who knows, it might even lead him
in which intense ambition and anger to rethink some of his positions.
mixed with deeply repressed feelings can
But as is often the case with righ
lead to disaster.
teous indignation, there's more than
As someone who came of political meets the eye.
age while President Clinton was in office,
There would have to be, for Mrs.
and found myself watching a lot of the Cheney to come down so stridently
Fox News Channel, I've often marveled, against Kerry for comments supportive
as time after time these "moral crusad of gays and gay rights, while offering no
ers," many of whom spent eight years displeasure toward the anti-gay positions
lambasting President Clinton without a of the President.
hint of introspection or frankness, end up
Indeed, her attack against Kerry
crumbling under their own perversions also came in the same week as she ignored
and moral absence.
comments from Alan Keyes accusing her
From Newt Gingrich to Henry daughter of a "self-centered, self-fulfill
Hyde to Bob
ing, selfish
Livingston to
relation
Rudy Giuliani
ship that
Bush is benefiting in the polls, I
to
Rush
seeks to
Limbaugh,
use the or
believe, because people who have
there was al
gans in
been trained to be hateful toward
ways more
tended for
than met the
gays can now feel tike they are
procre
eye. And now
ation
for
taking some kind of moral high
we have one
purposes
ground on the issue by attacking
more.
of plea
I ' m
sure."
John Kerry.
thinking, of
Bu t
course,
of
w h a t
L y n n e
w o u l d
Cheney. Mrs. Cheney mocked outrage cause Lynne Cheney to get so touchy
last week, after when, in the third presi about the mentioning that her daughter
dential debate, John Kerry referred to the is a lesbian?
fact that their daughter, Mary, is a les
Apparently, touchiness is just her
bian.
normal response.
Never mind the fact that Mary
As was reported in the New York
Cheney is 35 and serves as campaign man Times and elsewhere, "Asked in a 2000
ager for her father, the Vice President.
television interview about having a
Never mind the fact that both daughter 'who has now declared that she
Lynne and Dick Cheney have referred to is openly gay,' Ms. Cheney quickly re
their gay daughter on the campaign trail sponded, 'Mary has never declared such
in an effort to appear moderate and to a thing.'"
cushion the administration's position on
To comment on this, I would turn
gay marriage (that is, unless you think the to someone with more experience. As
timing and venue were inadvertent).
Dave Cullen wrote for Salon, "Once
Never mind that in the vice presi you're happily out of the closet a few
dential debate, when Gwen Ifill asked years, you don't bat an eye at someone
about the Vice President's family in rela hearing you're gay....
tion to gay marriage, John Edwards
What rips your heart out is when
praised the Cheneys for their embrace of someone close to you denies your sexual
their gay daughter, and Dick Cheney ity in public. Or shudders at the mention
thanked him.
of it, so you can see how desperately they
When John Kerry - asked whether want to."
he thinks homosexuality is a choice, and
Indeed, Mary Edwards may have
after George Bush had just said he did not been on to something in indicating that
know - mentioned the Vice President's the real problem here wasn't John Kerry's
daughter to say that homosexuality is comment, but rather Lynne Cheney's
probably not a choice, Lynne Cheney was shame.
furious.
To me, however, the most frustrat
"This is not a good man. This is ing aspect of this little "scandal" is the
not a good man," she said, adding, "what way it has been eaten up by right-wing
a cheap and tawdry political trick."
commentators. Blatantly anti-gay voices
It might have been a genuine com are shamelessly using Kerry's comment
ment, if she had been talking about the to wax indignant about Kerry's "lowest
president. After all, Mr. Bush had just blow."
/
finished saying that he did not know
Bush is benefiting in the polls, I be
whether Mary Cheney had simply chosen lieve, because people who have been
to be gay. As a mom, I would say that trained to be hateful toward gays can now
ought to make Lynne Cheney mad. That feel like they are taking some kind of
is, of course, unless she chose to be moral high ground on the issue by attack
straight.
ing John Kerry.
For John Kerry to mention her
Of course, their indignation is
daughter in defense of homosexuals, based on the premise that calling some
though, and in favor of recognizing civil one gay is a terrible insult, which is un
unions such as the one in which her fortunate enough.
daughter is engaged, should not.
But that they would victimize Mary
Indeed, why doesn't the president Cheney to assuage their own guilt; that,
just ask the VP's daughter whether her I would say, is tawdry.

= Board Editorial

Debating the Point
Usually, we reserve this space to ing alarms if a candidate went over the
voice our opinions on the law school. time limit. In sum, nothing that could
With the presidential elections coming up possibly lead to a moment of candor, or
in just a couple weeks, though, it seemed put a point on the slough of inaccuracies
appropriate this edition to voice a law spewing forth from each side.
We must admit that the rules didn't
school opinion on the elections.
As our Editor in Chief is busy put end up being quite as constrictive as they
ting together the Van Vleck competition, could have been. As the debates went on,
and others of our editors are routinely we did get a few moments of exciting rep
missing classes to prepare, we've been artee between the candidates. True, the
putting a lot of thought into the art of riskiest exchange was somewhat disap
debate.
pointingly encapsulated in, "Got Wood?"
But in another way, the absurdity
And with debates as the primary
events of the preceding weeks of presi of the flashing time alarms ended up be
dential campaigning, some of us thought ing a welcome breakthrough for Mr.
we might be able to pick something up Kerry in realizing that sometimes, even
from our highly qualified contenders for if no one else will, it's ok not to offer a
debate with himself.
the most powerful seat in the world.
In the end, we didn't get much help
After all, at a time when every
one agrees on the immense stakes of this for the competition, but we also can't help
but feel a
election, as
l i t t l e
well as the
smug.
stark differ
"Really, how would the candidates
When we
ences between
deal
with
standing
up
for
20
minutes
get
up to
the
candi
debate,
before a panel of judges whose sole
dates, we had
there are
reason to look
aim was to throw them off their
no rules.
forward to
arguments? "
The
these presi
judges
dential de
can take
bates.
It would be a chance to see each us wherever they want, and snappy sound
candidate stand up and assert his vision bites or catch phrases rarely bring us in
for the future of our country, and to chal the clear. Really, how would the candi
lenge his opponent, and to defend him dates deal with standing up for 20 min
self thoroughly and eloquently. For us, it
utes before a panel of judges whose sole
could be a chance not only to fulfill our aim was to throw them off their argu
democratic duty, but also to learn about ments?
Next time, we think the debates .
the fine art of debate, as performed by
should include Justices Scalia and
the most powerful minds in the land.
It could have been, but it wasn't. Brennan, just to see what the candidates
After days of negotiating by brilliant law are really made of.
yers representing each of the campaigns,
Until then, we'll just take solace in
the "debates" would be no such thing. the fact that no matter how inadequate
Instead, we got a 22 page rule book with we feel in the upcoming competition,
which the debates would be made cold, we're still doing more than even the top
calculated, and most of all, safe.
contenders for our highest office. We'll
No questions between the candi take solace, yes, but we'll also cry.
dates, no responding out of turn. Flash
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ODDS AND ENDS
The Soft Lounge

by Frank Lattuca
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Answer on page 12

Hair Pieces
Across
1 Bora
5"
in Heaven"
10 Suitable

13 Hertz competitor
14 Kind of dressing
15 Word before hoop
16 Everything going wrong
18 Grad
19 Dartboard refreshment
20 Actress Tyne
21 A wee bit
23 Rugs
24 Matinee idol
25 Rattle off
28 Ship accomodation area
32 Attest
33 Pessimistic investor
34 Capital of Yemen
35 Stay
36 Crude
37 Warm the bench
38 Drivel
39 Vow
40 Thin
41 Jerusalem residents
43 Quick
45 Golfclub
46 Close
47 Bowling scores
50 Apply paint
51 C oach Carncsecca
54 Feeble
55 Quibble about trivial
things
58 Passed easily
59 Get up
60 Spike the punch
61 Annoy
62 Ran easily
63 Mr. Pitt

Down
1 Rum cake
2 Word before Office
3 Amusement park treat

„

Crossword 101

By Ed Canty

1

2

3

5

6

7

8

'

'
14

13
16

17

19

20

26

•21

1

38

29

36

37

39

40

54

1
50

49

ir.
.

56

*

58

31

4 Word before tray or can
5 Patient sorting system
6 Warren & Scruggs
7 Griffith for one
8 Nipper's employer
9 Unscrupulous lawyers
10 " lang syne"
11 An old horse
12 Domesticate
15 Like a Hitchcock movie
17 Mine passage
22 Astronaut Jemison
23 Like some terriers
24 Squirrel away
25 Synagogue worker
26 Vices
27 Coniferous tree
28 Follows bucket or back
29 Contuse
30 Extremely cold
31 Opponent
33 Genius
36 Large
42 Before
43 Ushered in

Capricorn (Dec. 22—Jan. 19)
Much to the chagrin of your editor-in-chief, you will s peak in a Boston Accent
all week after being pumped up t he ALCS! Paahhk the Caaah in H aavahd
Yaaahd! [Editor's Note: And then she will have to hurt you.]
Aquarius (Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
Aquarius? That's fine, but you don't even know us!

44

45
48

30

34

42

41

47

Sagittarius (Nov. 22—Dec. 21)

22

33

35

61

1

Scorpio (Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
Respite what your Torts professor says-the answer you gave plus 50 cents will
not get you a cup of coffee.

Your costume as a "Sexy Schoolgirl" or a "Sexy Nurse" or a "Sexy What-thehell-ever" won't be original-even if you are a man.

24

11
1

32

12

15

28

27

11

18

23
25

Horoscopes

46

1
1
1

51

52

63

>57

60

63

44 Walkway
46 Racket
47 Croatian
48 NYC University
49 Brokers' hangout
50 Football no-no
51 D eceiver
52 Killer whale
53 Previously owned
56 In favor of
57 Liturgical vestment

Pisces (Feb. 19—March 20)
You will be disappointed to find that despite all your efforts fundraising,
protesting, and brainwashing, Lyndon LaRouche will once again not be on the
ballot.
Aries (March 21—April 19)
Somewhere at sometime, something is going to happen somehow. Be Prepared!
Taurus (April. 20—May 20)
Congratulations, you got your clerkship! Now shut up, and give me a pack of
cigarettes and ring me up for this Slurpee, clerk!
Gemini (May 21—June 21)
Your stunning response in c lass the other day will be marred by weeks and
weeks of discussion and debate as to whether you should have brought up t he
Vice President's gay daughter in your answer.
Cancer (June 22—July 22)
The fact that your computer ate all the notes from your first months of class
will prove to be a good thing, as you didn't know what you were doing anyway.

Quotable Quote

If dracula ca n't se e
his r eflection in the
mirror, h ow c ome h is
hair is a lways so
neatly co mbed?

• • • Steven Wright

By GFR Associates' PO Box 461 Schenectady, NY 12309 'Visit ourweb site at www.gfrpuzzle8.co

Leo (July 23—Aug. 22)
Saying "Hey Butler, you're the professor-why don't you tell me what the case
was about" won't go over as well as you'd like.
Virgo (Aug. 23—Sept. 22)
'our summary of the three-part test in S tate v. Mantanya being "First you get
he money, then you get the power, then you get women," will not impress your
moot court judge.
Libra (Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
Your clever idea to go to the Halloween Party as "Person not hooking up" will
backf ire, when people start to take you seriously.

